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ABSTRACT
This repon focuses on targe-scale. standards-based educational reform through a
reflective analysis of the implementation afthe National Literacy and Numeracy
Suategies (NLNS) in England's schools. The framework employed dwing this inquiry
was adopted from the external ¢valuatioo oftbe NLNS conducted by the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education. UnivCTSity ofToronto (OISEJUl). Data collection OCC\DTed
over a ten-~k.~h rnternship which consisted of school visitations. nue,",,;ews with
iDdividuaJs from various aspects afme English educational system.., and. document
analysis. Data analysis was conducted from an Atlantic Canada teacher perspective where
reflections Wl:fe compared to the teaching experience found in both Newfoundland and
Nova SCotia.
In conclusion.. teachers are the delivers of educational rdonn, The English
Government must not only acknowledge the unique tt:acber needs gencnted from
standards-based o::ducational reform but provilk professional development and support.
(n addition, England's educational reform allows the Atlantic provinces a prime
opportunity to learn and gather knowledge to assist with making better, well-informed
decisions related to their own future educational directions.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND TO THE lNTERNSHIP
Purpose or lhe Inlernship
The purpose of this internship was to observe the role educational 1eade~hip had
at the govern~nt and school levels. in implementing large-scale educational refonn.
Spt'cificaUy. I looked at the role of educational leaders in England induding politicians.
coordinato~. administr:uol'5. and teachel'5. involved with implementing the Nalional
Lileracy and Numeracy Strategies lNLNSJ.
Rationale ror Choice or Inlernship
Globally. there has been increa..;ed public concern over the stale of national
educational syslems IOrganization for Economic Co-operation and ~velopment
(OECD). 1997). Many of these concerns. arising out of the increasing l:hanges in our
society. have transpired into statewide effons of educational change (Dale. 1997: Pannu.
19961. As a result. administrators. caught in the wave oflhese refonn initiatives. are
faced with new challenges: specifically. how 10 successfully implement refonn thai
contributes 10 deep. sustainable change (L.eithwood. 1999).
In an attempt to bring its educational system in line widl public eltpe<:lations.
England has launched an ambitious initiative known as the National Literacy and
Numeracy Stralegies. This state legislated refonn is of particular interest because dle
refonn p~ses indudes both the macro (country' level and micro (school and
classroom) level of education in England (Earl L. Fullan. M. Lcithwood. K.. Watson.
N.. 2ooo).
Notably. the educational system and me reform inlentions in England and Atlamic
Canada have many similarities. In Atlantic Canada.lhe four provinces have
collaboratively developed outcomes and objectives similar to the English slIOl.Icgies and
have a1ro begun provincial wide testing as a tool for increasing accoumability and
assessing the condition of the educational system.
Unfonunately. the English govemmen(s NLNS implementation has fueled the
atmosphere of an educational crisis. This crisis auitude can be witn.:ssed in Tony Blai(s
public speech where he emphasizes. ··Education. education. education·' las cited in Earl et
:LI.• ~OOO. p. 10.) Currendy. however. this highly politicized refonn process has been
pro\"ided with financial and other necessary suppons to help promote success.
Divergently. in Atlantic Canada. there is a movemenllo refonn education. but the
situation has not reached 3 crisis St3!US nor have the provinces. to this point. provided the
commitment financially or through other suppon networks to achieve the kind of
educ3tional reform desired. Understanding and reflecting on how the English schools are
experiencing the implementation of their large·scale initiative can help identify and/or
develop best practices for the continuing large-scale educational reform in Atlantic
Can3da.
I believe it is imponant for the reader to understand how my interest in this topic
de\·eloped. and why I chose England to be the location of study. My interest in
educational reform developed over a five year teaching assignment in Digby. Nova
Scotia INS). In litis panicular tC3cning assignment. I naively thought that as a classroom
teacher I was somehow sheltered from the decisions made nigher up in the hierarchical
structure of govemffi(:nt and school board. I would just go 10 my classroom and use the
beSt methods of leaching and learning. consistently assess what I was doing and try to
Illeet my studen(s needs. rsoon learned however. thaI my educational world would be
consistently bombarded lor inlruded upon) by decisions outside the classroom 10 which 1
had no voice and no power. Such challenges were generated from school board
amalgamation. pro\"ince-wide legislated inclusion. transition from a junior high
philosophy 10 a middle school philosophy. closure. relocalion and e\-entually planning of
new school facililies. systemic racism and human rights issues. internal and external
school board re\'iews. implementation of the new mathematics program. union unresl. not
to mention the routine challenges that all teachers face. lbe actual teaching aspect of
~ducationwas manageable bUI [ felt ill equipped to manage the consistent influx of
mandated d~mands thrown my way. In addition. any grussrootS initialives thai I
implemented wilh colleagues were consistently met with barriers.
1bc desire to make a difference in slUdents- lives is held very close to my hear1
and stems from my belief that teaching is a vocation. This value system. derived from
my upbringing and my parenl's beliefsyslem. is based on serving your community and
attempting to be a pan of solutions. not problems. These beliefs initially led me to
consider that I could better serve my community of learners from an administrative
position. I therefore left my teaching position to attend an educational leadership master's
progr.un to gain some theoretical and practical experience toward this regard. one
component being this internship.
The specific location of my internship. England. was also influenced by a number
of variables. one being the opportunity to learn mOrt: about cullUral differt:nces. Being
educated in the denominational education system in Newfoundland {NFl. I was aware of
the impact rt:ligious diversity could have on schooling. My father. of lrish descent. also
provided a window into the struggles that plague Northern [[eland. My teaching career in
Digby introduced me to t~ impact racial and ethnic diversity can have within the school
community. Each new cultural experience has increased my awareness of differences that
exist in communities and provided me with new insights and strategies of how to beller
m<.'et the needs of my students. England presented yet another cultural experience and an
opportunity to e.\pand my repertoire of knowledge. awareness. and strategies.
As both my parents are of British decent. and I hold a British passport. I had
incre~d access to the English culture and schooling system. lronically. my father's
extended family. many of whom reside in the United Kingdom. also have associations to
the English educational system as head teachers. teachers. and teoching assistants. This
again provided a unique window of opportunity for studying in England.
The solidifying variable that influenced my decision to study in England came
after reading the Watching &: uarning (2QCX)) report. This document brought together all
of the intentions and goals I had for my internship experience for a number of reasons.
First. the o\leraJl issue of educational reform within the document spoke to the questions I
had struggled with in my professional career. There was a relationship between what was
written about change implementation and what r had ell:perienced DC questioned. Second.
the specific topic of interest: the National uteracyand Numeracy Strategy. was of
interest 10 me since I teach mam and have had srudents who had poor lileracy skills. Wilh
the new mathematics initiatives being implemenled in Atlantic Canada. [again felt a
:itrong associalion to the topic. Third. the document provided a framework Ittal helped
guide mc through my retlective journcy of observations_ And finally.ltte localion oflhe
cvaluation. England. provided me the opponunity to use the connections I had 10 the
United Kingdom personally. and Ihrough Memorial Universily's Harlow Campus. 10
a.-.sist mc in carrying out the inlemship.
Lastly. I would like to mention thai the conclusions. themes. insighls. and
queslions formulaled from this internship e;'(perience ace deli\-ered Ihroughout tbe
remainder of Ihe rcpon in the tlrsl person. The decision to present my findings in such a
manner ha..; been influenced by lbe fact that one of the purposes of an internship was ··to
pro\-ide a graduate student with a breadm and depth of e;'(perience in a praclical setting
and to provide opponunilies for _.. Ihe development of personal and professional
competencies·' {Faculty of Educalion. :!OOO. paragraph II. I feel writing in the firsl person
besl ponrays the ·personaIness· of Ihis internship and my personal developmenl as a
teacher.
Organization of the Report
This repon is organized into four chaplers. This rtf'St chapter has introduced Ihc
reader to the purpose of the repan and continues on to explain tbe ba.."is of inquiry.
It should be noted that while the imernship objectives are listed later in this
chapler. neither the objectives and pIOl:ocol questions will be commented 00 as separate
entities but r.Jther included at all points relevant within the discussion of the
implementation process as a whole (i.e, the macro and micro levels in Chapters 3 and 4).
As this repon. is to be a reflective analysis of an educational reform. Chapter 2
focuses on the methodology for recording, interpreting and observing the
implementation. Because the observation and reflection within this internship experience
parallels qualit:l£i1.'e research methodology. reflections. themes and questions will be
threaded throughout the following. chapters, as will the relationships of observations to
theory.
In accordance with the framework used in the report, Wurching &: l..l!arning (as
introduced in Ihe sub~tion. Obsawuion ProtO£'ol D~~·eloement). Chapler 3 focuses on
the NLNS from the macro-lens perspective while Chapter -I is dedicated 10 the micro-lens
of NU"iS implementation as used by Earl et al.I2(00).
I will now proceed in the remainder of Ihis chapter to describe the basis of my
inquiry oflhe NL'IlS implementation by staring the objectives set prior to the field
experience. the setling encountered upon arrival. method of self e1.'aluarion. and my
supervisor in England. This is followed by a description of the NLNS initiative, NLNS
teacher's perspective, and the framework for teaching the NLNS.
Objectives of the Internship
The internship pnxocols were developed through reading and reflecting on the
findings presented in Ihe Watching &: uanring. document and were to:
I. El:plore and evaluate all aspeclS of the NLNS initiative as eltperienced in an
Eng.lish school.
_. lnvesligale Ihe progress made al initiating !.he NLNS program.
3. Increase my knowledge of the various implemenlation techniques employed al the
different levels of education Ischool level. LEA. and national government).
..... In\"esligate how diff~rent agencies (i.e. Local Area Aulhority «LEA). the Office
for Standards in Education (OFSTED1.l.he Qualification and Curriculum
Authority. the Teacher Training Agency (ITA). the Basic Skills Agency. the
Depanment of Education and Employment «DfEE). and OFSTED \the Office for
Standards in Educatioo) elC. hav~ been employed in :tSsisting wilh the NLNS
program.
5. Study policies created 10 assist wilh Ihe implementalion of the NLNS program.
6. Apply what is learned to a possible fr.unework for Iarge.scale reform in Atlantic
Canada.
7. Compare !he English syslem to what is labeled in Canada as the K· 11 system.
S. Belter assist my own secondary education teaching. observe the secondary
schooling syslem and leaching practices in England.
9. In\"estigate how the intent of indusionat)' pl1lctices are presented in the resoun:e
material.
10. View documentation and promotional malerial to gain an understanding of the
communication me!hods used to deploy such vast amounts of information to large
numbers of proponents.
II. Compare (he ideal expectations of the NUllS program 10 (he grass-roolS realities.
I:!. Observe tbe impact the NLNS program is having on other curriculum ~as.
13. Observe the actual implementation oflhe lilerncy Hour and daily math lessons.
I ..t View teaching pr.lctices to discover how educa!on; are balancing Ihe inOexibilily
of standards with Ihe needs of the individual student.
15. Observe how the tleild leacher·s role has evolved in relalion 10 the NLNS.
16. Refleel on the relationship between school culture and Ihe success of
implementation.
Due loextemal constraints such as time facton;. all oflhe objectives of the internship
were mel but 10 varying degrees. as will be noted in Ihe discussion in Chapten; 3 and~.
Internship Setting
The site. Harlow Campus Trusl.. Memorial Univen;ity. was utilized as the primary
resean:h base. Along wilh ils localion.. this campus provided a number of unique
opponunities since a studenllexher inrernship program is based OUt of the Harlow
facility.. While panicipating in my own inlernship.. I was accompanied by nine other
Memorial students who were completing their leaching inlernship in various Harlow
schools and masl of whom were involvb:l with some aspe:ct of the NLNS. 1bese studenl
!eacber interns provided me wilh an additional .. unique viewpoint of the NLNS.
Because of the eSlablisbb:lleacber internship program and the rappon the Campus
Coordinalor. Karen Crac:kneU.. had. with the local edUC3.lOrs - schools in the Harlow art:a
were more forthcoming then other districlS in allowing me access. The actual scbool sile
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visits for the Harlow area consisted of: Katherine's Primary School. Hare Street Primary
School. Stewards Secondary School. Passmores Secondary School. Burnt Mill Secondary
School. and Harlow Field Special School.
An altempl was also made [0 visit schools in Wiltshire County but access was
limited. therefore I only visiled The John Bentley School (Secondary) in Caine.
While some nfthe initial intended visitations (oothereducatiQn-related
organizations were allered. opponunities arose [Q counterbalance (he experience. Below
is a lisl of visilations other than schools.
Mr. Peter Dudley. Principal Advisor for Advisory and Inspection .services.
Es~x County Council. Learning Services. May 17'~. 2001.
Mr. Alan Barclay. Head of Planning and Pupil Services. Essex County
Council. May 17'''.2001.
Mr. David Naylor. Inspection and Gradu:lIe Teacher Program. May 12.....
2001.
Launching of the Key Stage Three NLt'lS. Curriculum Development Center.
Harlow. May nnl. 2001.
Mr. Keith Uoyd. OFSTED. Director of Inspection. Primary and Nursery. June
1111>.2001.
Buml Mill Governors Meeting. June 12111 • 200 I.
Ms. Kathryn Poole. participant in teacher training. Observed pre·laped
sessions of classroom teaching: used for asscssmenl of leaching. Birmingham.
June 16"'.2001.
II
Key Stage Three Numerncy Tr.:li.ning, Curriculum Development Center,
Harlow. June 19th & 20"'. 2001.
Ms. Fran JoMson. Advisory and Inspection Service. Essex County Council.
Learning Services. June l(jh. 2001.
Dr. Jack Whitehead. lecturer. Univcrsity of Bath. June 25"'. 2001.
Dr. Susan Han. L:cturer. Cambridge University. July 2nd• 2001.
\tis. Nancy W,ltson. Educational Researcher. July ",'h. 2001.
Method or SeIC Evaluation
As a constructivist activily. a check lisl of observmion protocols were created.
reVIsed during the internship experience and fine tuned for assisting in the repon write-up
IGksne. 1999: Scml and l'shc:r 19961. Documen\ation related to the NLNS was collecled
and analyzed as a reference and check for self-reflection (Glesne. 19991. Lastly. a daily
log of observations was maintained. This log was intended for faclUai information with as
liltle interpretation as possible. but also became my rdle1:tion journal housed the
interpretations or daily experiences (Glesne. 1999: Wink. 1997).
On-5ite Supervisor
lbe on·site supervisor was Mrs. Karen Cracknell. Harlow Campus Supervisor.
~rs. Cr.x:kneU has been successful in establishing a positive worting relationsbip
between Harlow Campus Trost. MUN and the local public education system in the
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surrounding Harlow area. This positive working relationship allowed me increased access
10 schools and with individuals associaled with other educational programs.
Description orThe National Literacy And Numeracy Strategies
Before the actual inlcmship experience. r was confidenl that I understood the
NLNS bUI it became quick.ly apparent that my initial NLNS description was roo narrow. I
had cssemially considered Ihe Frameworkfor Teaching documents to be the NLNS in its
entirely. I soon realized from my obscrv:lIions and readings Ihallhe framework.
documents were only one aspect ofttle overall NLNS implemenlation procc£s. This
realization leu me to develop the additional prOiocol question: What is the NLNS?
The imponance of education [0 the English government is exemplified by Tony
Blair's emphasis on ·'education. education and education" Cas cited in Earl et aI. 2000. p.
10, and the following quote from the: SchOQIs: Building on Success document:
Education is a recognized priority. not jusl for Government. but also for society as
a whole. It is seen not only as key to developing eqUality of opportunity. but also
to enabling the nation 10 prepare for the: emergence of the new economy and its
increased demands for skills and human capilal. (p. 8)
It became: easily apparenl that education was highly political and lhe NLNS initiative was
not just aboul curriculum. leaching melhods. or mere standards. but instead an ambitious
\"enture 10 successfUlly panicipate in an economically viable. global society. As such. the
National Literacy and Numc:racy Stf:uegic:s program encompasses a state wide
educational reform initiative developed by the Government of England in response to the
public demand for accountability and the need to equip students with skills enabling them
10 be lifelong learners within a global society. In an additionaL unique. political move.
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the English government also announced that the NU"iS would have two measurable
progress targets. SpecificaJly. lhese were:
By ~OO::!. 80% of II year-olds will reach the targeted level on the national
Iirerncy tests. (Office for Standards in Education. 2000a. p. I)
By 2002. 75~ of 11 year-olds will achieve at least level ~ on the national
numeracy tests. (Office for Standards in Education. 2000b. p. 2)
Beyond these targets. the NL"S has been usefully summarized by Earl 0:1 aL
(2000, as "iniliatives designed to drive large-scale school improvemenl by creating a
national context for reform and focusing ,lItention and rcsaurtts on a common goal -
improving the literacy and numemcy of pupils. especially the disadvan13ged. in English
schools" (p. 101. Further. Fullan (2000) highlights nine key implementation components
that the English government is applying for the overaJl implementation of the NLNS.
These.' nine components in essence summarize all the facets of the NLNS and provide a
broad under.;landing of the NLNS. These components, slightly modified are as follows:
1. Eslablishmenl of a National Literacy Office and a National Numcracy Office.
with 12 regional offices.
., Establishment ofover6{X} Lileracy and Numeracy Coordinalors at the school
district level with half the cost carried by the national government. The rest
funded by me LEA's
3. Implcmenlation offocuscd teaching practices cxplicitly linked to increases in
students' perfonnance as stated in the framcworX documents.
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~. ~bli.shmcDI of a daily Lileracy Hour and mathcm3lics ksson based on
recommended 1C'3Ching pr.lClices as Slated wilh.in the fr.1mework documents.
5. De\'elopmcnt of high quality curriculum rTlilterillis. resource documents. and
videos. dcpiC1ing -goo:l- prxtices ilSsoci:llcd wilh te3Ching and learning.
6. lmplemcnl'::llion of wide-scale training and capacity-building programs to support
professional development and str.uegy implemenl:lIion.
7. Allocation of significant new funds (0 the pf"OgrnntS. For instance. the National
Litcr:lcy Str.ltC'gy received 60 million pounds Sterling (equivaJenllo over S88
million in mid·2000) for 1998-1999 and 67 million Pound.. Sterling (over 599
million I for 1999-2000. The:: National Numeracy SIl':l.legy received similar
funding.
8. Strengthening the pl'CS.Sure and suppon infr.lSlructurc between teachers and the
go\~mmcntby:
Continuously improving the overall str.:Itegy through the S~dards and
Effectiveness Unit.
Performing regular rigorous inspections of schoollilC~rac:yand
mathematics programs.
Establishing in 1997. a Qualifications and Curriculum Aulbority 10
oversee Ihe National Curriculum and r.hc National Assessment for Pupils.
Creating a TeachcrTraining Agency. responsible for accrediting and
overseeing initinJ leacher training. professional development. and headship
certificalioo.
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9. Commissioning an external evaluation of the implemenlation str.llegy over a
4.--year period «( 998-2002) from lhc Omana lnstilUlc for Studies in Educmion.
University of Toronto.
NLNS: Teacher's PersPeCtive
rn tenTIs of how the government's components were received at the gr.lSSroots level.
teachers perceived the NLNS as the Framework/or Teaching documentation, which now
guided bOlh the curriculum and leaching methodology in the classroom. There was.
however. confusion as to whether the NLNS frameworks were the curriculum guide and
sll'megies pre~nted together. or whether the slr.llegies (0 achieve the curriculum
outcomes were found in the curriculum guide. Mr. Keith Uoyd of OFSTED lnspeclions
made [be clarification. staling that if a teacher were to follow the numeracy slr.ltegy then
all of the curriculum outcomes would be covered. However. if a teacher were to follow
the literacy str:l.tegy as it existed 3t the time, not all the literacy outcomes would be
covered. His reasoning was that the literacy str.ttegy was the pioneering strategy, cre3ted
with the intention of revision as the initi3tive was in its infancy and breaking new ground.
The numeracy strategy followed the literacy strategy and Mr. Uoyd felt that Wh31 was
learned through the cre3tion of the Nalioo uter:l.cy Strategy (NLS) was 3pplied to the
N3tional Numeracy Strategy (NNS) miling it a more precise and concise document.
I believe th3t. as teachers. we filter information in a fashion which trnnslales into
how the reform initi3tives will affect the dassrtXlm and how as teachers. we~ going to
function within the new parameters. It is this perspective th3tl believe resulted in
England's teachers perceiving the NLNS as predominantly the From~wQ'*fQr Teoching.
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As a resuh, I believe: il is imponanllo provide a description of the frameworks
documentation.
Framework for Ieachjns
The National Literacy Strategy (NLS) was delivered to teachers through the
document. Framework/or Teaching. This resource presents detailed guidelines for not
only the objectives 10 be covered during the literacy hour. but also methodologies for the
deli\'cry orlhe program. Forexamplc. the Literncy Hour is a 6Q.minute period dedicated
specifically to lltcrncy teaching time for pupils. During this lime. students are taught
reading and wriling skills through what is known as three organizational strands: word
level. sc:ntence level. and text level. The Slructurc of the literacy hour is as follows
1.1 First 15 minutes - Key Stage One (K51) and Key Stage Two (KS2) shared
text work(a balance of reading and writing)
2.) Second 15 minutes - KS I Focused word work: KS2 A balance over the term of
focused word work or sentence work
J.) Next 20 minules - KS I lndependenl reading. writing. or word work. while
leacher works with at least two ability groups each day on guided text work
l reading or writing): KS2 lndependent reading. writing. or word work. while
leacher works wim at least two ability groups each day on guided text work
lreadingorwriting)
.q Last lO minutes - KS 1 and KS2 Reviewing. reflecting. consolidating teaching
points. and presenting work covered in the lesson. (OfEE. 1997. p. 9)
"Although the times are approximate and lhere is some scope to vary them 10 meet
pupils' needs. the generic pans of the Liter:lCY Hoursbould be treated as essential
dements and covered 00 a daily basis" (DfEE. 1997.p. (1).
The National Numeracy Strntegy. launched in 1998 and implemented in 1999. is
meant to complement lhe National Uterncy Strnlegy. Three-part daily math lessons
ranging from 45 minutes to an hour begin
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with amI wort. and menial calculation using whole-class teaching. The main pan
of the lesson can be used for teaching new topics or consolidating previous work.
making clear what will be learned and how long it will take. Finally, the plenary,
last 10 minutes of lhe lesson allotted for an overview of the [esson's objectives.
plays an imponant role. allowing teacher.> to draw logether what bas been learned.
IDIEE. 1997. p. 1..J)
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CHAPTER TWO
METHODOLOGY
Because Memorial University's student internships are meant 10 provide an
opponunity for "practical experiences that serve 10 highlight the r.heoretical and
pedagogical aspectS under study" ... [andl'·the development of a creative and refleetive
perspective given the stated goals of the incemship- (Faculty of Educ3tion. !OOO.
paragraph II my inquiry consisted of a number of approaches to enhance my praclicaI
experience as a researcher.
While this internship does not follow a strictly truditional ethnographic research
approach. I have borrowed many or the quaJilative characteristics to assist in my action
research and rel1ectiom•. As researcher and leamer. I approached the internship as a
participant-observcr. As an observer I attended dassc:s. staff meetings. slaffroom
interactions. governor meetings. and student teacher tr.Lining. As a participant. I .mended
tr.:Lining sessions for the Key Stage lltree Numeracy Stralegy. and discussions providing
professional support for student teachers from Harlow Campus. Informal discussions also
occurred with teachers. head leacher.>. teaching assistanlS. governors. slUdenLS. student
teachers. district co-ordinalors. studenlS. LEA ~p~senlatives and OFSTEO inspectors.
Field notes we~ generaled while in the observer·pasticipanl role.
With the beginning of the inlernship consisling of first becoming initialed into me
English culture and school system. me observalion protocols were closely foUowed
during informal discussions. As dala developed. focus shifted from the specific protocols
to organization and analysis. After each ses.sion. nOies we~ made on whal was said and
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what comments stood out. These were first recorded in a fieldbook and later inputted into
data files with reflections and questions. It was this compilation thaI began to drive the
questioning over time and how I would approach my next observation sessions.
A conscious effort was made [0 spend time in statfrooms as I believe the school
atmosphere is exemplified here. The staffroom also provided a wonderful pl~ to collect
documents. The wealth of information gathered from tables and pClSlC:rboards was very
important.
Document analysis became an integra! pan orIhe internship experience as I uied
to understand the implementation of the NLNS. its impact. and how it related to my own
e,.periences. Two categories of documentation developed. One category consisled of
documentation generJ.ted from the local district and schoolleve!. and the other calegory
consisted of documents from the national government's Depanment for Education and
Economy (DfEEI. Analys.::s ofthcse documents were related to the observations and field
nOies to reinforce insights. themes. acknowledgements. and questions.
In an attempt to achieve a balance between theory and pr.K:tice. 1proceeded to
research. read and reflect on literature which focused on large-scale change and
educational refonn lfor example. Fullan 1993; 1999: 1000: 200 1) and applied what [ read
to what 1 was witnessing in the English educational system and what I new to be
developing in Atlantic Canada.
Because my intemship experience was approached from a reflective analysis
perspective. the insights gained were specifically based on the knowledge constr\ICtS
created by my own life experiences both per.>onally and professionally. By nature of my
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personal backgroUDd and relationsbip to the subject of stUdy. this is a penonal. reflective
comparison of~ educ:ariona.l system in Atlantic Canada, where t have lived and worked.
and the English system., which I have studied and~ Comparisons with the
educational system in Atlantic Canada lUe restricted to my personal reflections. and no
attempt was made to conduct a fonnal comparative study. Malcing sense oCme English
experience led me to engage in consnmt comparison with what I have known in my own
teacbing career in Nova Scoria. These comparisons are imerwoven throughout the report.
ObRrYatio. Protocol DrvdoplIlc.t
The Watchmg &- Leammg report is the first of three reports produced from the
e:ttema! evaluation ofthc: NLNS implementation, oonductcd by Earl, Fullan. Leithwood.,
and Watson. from the Ontario [nstirute of Studies in Education. University ofToronto
(OISEiUfl. The proposed three-year evaluation is based on two lenses of inquiry derived
from research condllCted by Fullan (1000) and Leithwood. Jantiz. and Mascall (2000). In
the first lens, Earl et at (2000) identifies a series of policy levers at the macro levd to be
evaluatci, which are based 011 the coutem ofother large-5Cale reforms that have had some
levd of implementation success. These specific polley lever.; are as follows:
Vision and goals for the education ofpupils
Standards [Of" judging the performanc.e of pupils and others
Curriculum fraIneworb and other instrumental resources to assist in meeting the
--Tcaching and learning effectiveness
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Cohc~nl. integrate<! policies to suppan the initiative
Accountability 3Jld incentives linked 10 perfonnance
Sufficient funding and workable governance structures (Earl e1 aI. 2000)
The second lens of inquiry was created through the re~art:h.of Leithwood. Jantiz
and Mascall (1000) and focuses on the dynamics of large-scale reform at the micro level
Ischoollevell. This aspect is concerned with lhe "frontline" implementation: learning and
lcaching in the classroom. In particular.lhis lens looks broadly at bow educator"s
motivation. capacity. and situiltion influence the success orbesl practices for optimizing
lcaching and learning. It is within these two lenses and their individual components that I
constructed observation protocols 10 guide my collection and reflective analysis as listed
below. l1'Ie following section outlines my pfO(ocols presented in question formal.
Macro:Levellnguin: Policy Levers
Vision and Goal..
I. Has the g.overnment·s vision of the NLNS been adopted by the proponents
involvoed ILEAs. schools. and teachers)?
, Does the public understand the vision and goals set'? [s there public support for
lheNLNS?
3. ls!here any indication that !he NLNS program is on uack with meeting its 2002
targer!
4. What art: the specific targets set by the LEA for each of the local schools that I
will visit? ls there an attempt to meet these targets? If so. how?
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5. How do organiz:l.lions balance the inflexibility of standards with tbe needs of the
individual students':'
Curriculum
6. Are students becoming critical thinkers and problem solvers"! Are they thinking
in higher order processes and application. or merely increasing knowledge of
facts"!
7. What impact is the empha.<;is on lilefi}CY and numeracy having on other
..:urriculumareas'?
8. Arc the malerial developed for the NLNS inclusive"!
9. What are the resources and supports'? Are they adequate"!
Teaching and Learning
[0. Are teachers become increasingly influential in accomplishing deeper change in
practice. with greater impact on pupil performance"!
I L Has there been improvement in numeracy'? If so. are the changes in numeracy
being sustained?
I!. Have there been improvements in literacy? If so. are me changes in literacy being
sustained?
13. Have there been changes in teaching styles"? If so. are the changes in teaching
style being sustained?
14. Does the delivery of the curriculum meet the needs of aJlleaming styles?
IS. What does rile teacher re-training look like?
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16. Some teachers and Head teachers are worried that the delivery of curriculum will
become largely whole class tcaching. Does Ihis seem to be the trend?
17. Are ahemative lcaching methods being employed and if yes. then what are they
and their main objective'~
18. Has training for year 5 and 6 teachers occurred?
~
19. Has there been consistency and coherence in the policy between the local schools
and the national leve!'! If yes. is it being maintained'? How'!
20. Who has participated in the dedsion·making thus far"? How'!
21. How arc the policies and mandates of other nalional agencies struclUred to assist
with the implementation and maintenance crlhe NLL"IS'?
22. What policies are in place 10 address the many social issues related to education
such as povl.':rty. racism. vloleo..:e. etc;!
Accountabilitv
23. An: the accountability mechanisms connecled to Ihe decision making processes'~
24. As adaptations are made to individual student expectations. how are Ihese
modifications documented?
25. Who is involved in the decision making or individualized student leaming'?
26. How has the OFSTED inspections contributed to the NLNS implemenlation'?
27. What are the posilive and negative aspects or this type or inspection?
l8. Whal are lhe issues around performance data?
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29. Have policies and procedures been done [0 overcome: the problems that arise with
using a single performance indicator?
30. Has anything been put in place to tmin lhose responsible for reading the
§landardizalion test results'~ Is there slill a concern in this area?
J 1. How has govemmcm taken into ;}Ccount the differences in schools. which stem
out of social and cultural issues such as poverty. ruce. immigr:lIion. e(c:~
Sufficient fUnding and Workable Governance Structures
32. From the perception of teachers. and LEAs. has adequate funding been provided
Juring the implement,uian process'?
33. Are the procedures for obtaining funding for NUllS related projects a barrier (0
progress'!
3-1. Has the requirement of lEAs 10 raise a ponion of the funding p~nled a
problem in areas of low socioo:conomic growth?
35. How well does the complex infrastructure of agencies really work?
36. Has lhe Department of Education and Employment considered the long-term
governance structures and roles of various other agencies sucb as the SEU. the
NLNS center_ LEAs. etc..
Micro-Levellnouiry: Local Cballenses
Motll'ation
37. Is there consistence between teachers goals and those: of the NLNS?
38. Is there a perceived gap between the NL'lS concerns and teacners coocems
related to literacy and numeracy?
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39. How do teachers feel about the intended reltaining initiatives presented by the
govemment'?
.ro. Are teachers comfortable with the new demands being made on lhem?
-ll. How willteachcr motivation be sustained?
~2. Do teachers feel supported? Do they feel this iniliative will be supponed over
-0. There is a strong call for incentives providing: suppon for deVeloping leadership
skills of head teachers. Has this occurred and How'~
+J. Wh:1I s~dfically are the incentives for participation in the refonn? Financial or
~
~5. Do teachers feel overwhelmed by what they experience as a series of uncon~led
-46. How are the proponents of NLNS focusing their effort towards capacity
developmenf!
-1-7 .. How is the government accommodating tn:l.ining all teachers?
-"l. How effective was the 'cascading" method of skill training?
49. Acknowledging that professionally prepared packs of malerials were distribuled
10 all teachers. has this resource been utilized or has the practice been 10 place on
shelf and collect dusr?
50. To wtuu eXlent has tr:l.ining. coaching. modeling. and assistance wilh problem
wiving occurred?
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51. An: lEAs actually promoting school clusters as networks to information and
progress?
Situation: Teacher suoport
52. Is the suppon infrastructure actually supportive of teachers in the delivery of the
NLNS'~Why or Why no(~
53. Has there been an allc:mpllO align lencher training (0 the demands ofthc: NLNS?
~. How do the tcachers and heads feel about the program'~
SUDation: OFSTED in.wections
55. How does ttl<: constant awarene1iS of OFSTED inspections effect the: NLNS
initiative".' Do the inspections hinder progression and discourage risk. taking or
does it provide: guidelines and guidance in implementing the NLNS?
56. Is there any evidence thaI the OFSTED inspections are laking advantage of the
flexibility and autonomy being offered by the standards?
57. Have mandatcslslruClUres changed for the OFSTED to promote continuation of
the NLNS inili:nive?
Situation: DfEE
58. What has the DfEE considered 10 be the long~tenngovernance str\lClures and
ultimale roles orlhe SEU, NLNS cenlreS. and LEA''S":'
59. What is the avenue 10 give voice·! What are the mlers7
60. What slIUggies can be delected between the cenlral and locaJ control in relation 10
the NLNS implementation":'
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Situation: LEAs
61. 15 there any evidence that the LEA's are tiling advantage of the flexibility and
autonomy being offered by the standards?
62. To what extend do people: in lEA' s and schools have the skills necessary to
interpret and use dm3 for wise decision-making"!
63. Have mandates/structures changed for LEAs to promote continuation of the
;\lL'iS initialive'~
Situation: leadership
~. Has the NLNS engaged with other naliona.! indicatives to build kadership for
high-capacity schools?
65. A.~ they move from awareness to implementation stage. how willicaming cultures
develop'! Is it hap~nin~r!
66. What is the relationship between !K:hool culture and the success of
implementation"!
67. Is there a patlem for the leadership pr.lCtices employed?
68. Have teachers become disillusioned wim the leadersh.ip practices related to the
NLNS?
Please note. in the time allotted for the internship experience. protocol questions 32. 35.
61. 63. 64. and 65 we~ nOI able [0 be sufficiently addressed.
CHAPTER THREE
ANALYSIS OF TIlE SUCCESS OF TIlE NLNS THOUGH POLICY
LEVERS FOR L\RGE-SCALE REFORM: TIlE MACRO-LEVEL
As described in Chapter One. in the Watching &: Leurning repon. Earl et aI .•
(1000) presents seven successful components to large-scale reform. which are
incorpor.lled into thai ~pon's framework of OISEfnrs e~ternal ~view of the NLNS
initiative. While the protocols for this internship were cre:ued and cate~orized using these
Sl:ven components as well. my protocol will not be answered individually and
simultaneously but rather have been used to guide my refleclion on the NL'l'S projecl.
gained through the inlernship experience. I have laken this approach becauSo: this was an
inlernship based on retleclion and since it was only a ten week. period. my visil to
Eng.land allowed me 10 moslly focus on me micro level activilies. That said. a fair
amount of data was galhered on the macro level and the followin~ sub-section describes
my findings and analysis as organized under the seven macro-level policy levers. This is
followed by a more in-depth analysis of the micro-level standing. in chapter 4.
[n addition. I would lik.e 10 Dote that the framework. from the Watching &:
Leaming report suggests twO lenses: the macro and micro levels. [n my experience. I
believe that these. to an extent. are nOI separale entities but are rather quite interconnected
in the reform process. This is also reflected in my reporting.
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V~ions and Goals
Reform efforts should be guided consislcntly by a vision of the oUlcames aspired
to for students. one thaI goo::s beyund subjet:t-spccific content. A vision that
includes. as well ;m image of (he ocganization capable of accomplishing those
oUie-ames will add considerable clarity to the refonn efron. Such a vision is an
imponant resource for assisting districLS and schools to eSl3blish llnd maintain
coherenl effons. ILeithwood. 1999. p. 46)
As a policy lever al the macro level. I believe the English government was clear abeul
thc IntenltOn of the educ:uional refoon. The DfEE"s document. Sclwo/s: Sui/dinK un
SUCCe'SS (200 I ) dedicales an entire section on the vision under Ihe chapler title.
Transforming Education which slates.
We .....ant a world class education service: one with standards. which match the
besl anYWhere in the world. We want them achieved not at some indetenninale
future dale but as soon as possible within (he decade Ihat has just begun. cp.8)
This document also outlines what {he gO\'emmen{ now has in mind for lhe secondary
school system.
We want a secondary school s~tem in which;
Every pupil is good at all {he basics. and striving for excellence in the areas oflheir
greatest strength.
Every school is good at all the basics. and excellent al much more.
Every school has a distinct mis..<;ion. ethos. and charncter and Ihe autonomy to manage
its own affairs provided il demonslr.:ues success. (DfEE. 2001. p.6)
[n reviewing {he most recent NLNS initiative al Key Siage Three. the introduction is
\'ery clear as to whal has happened historically and whal schools are expected to do.
The National Numerncy Strategy was established in 1998 with an ambitious largel:
lIml 75% of Il-year-olds achieve at least level 4 in the National Curriculum tests by
the year 2002. The Framework. for Teaching Mathematics from Reception to Year 6.
a key elemenl of the Numerncy Slr.1legy. has helped teachers 10 set appropriately high
expectations for their pupils and ensure progression through the primary years.
Primary pupils are already close 10 achieving the 2002 larget.
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As pan of the National Stralcgy for Key Stage 3 schools are expeclcd 10:
SCi targets for 14-year-olds in English. mathematics and science:
provide catch-up classes for all Year 7 pupils who did nOI previously acmeve
lcvel 4 in English and mathematics;
participate in the training programmes and follow them through at school
level:
use the English and mathematics fr:1I1\eworks. or be able 10 justify nOi doing
:;0 by reference to what they are doing.(DfEE. 2001)
~ impression I received as an outside observer was that the English govemmenl was
vcry serious aboul iL<; commitmenllO improving education. specifically lilcruey and
nurne:racy levels. This is backed by the following statement from. Schl)Qls: Building on
SIIC("C'.U.
The reforms since 1997 have been drhen from central Government. This was
necessary in order to gencr.!te a new sense of urgency. (0 create a new culture focused
firmly on slanc:ianb and 10 demonstrate that step-change in pupil perfonnance was nO!
only possible bUi could be achie\'ed rapidly. (p. 91)
I also think overall. thai the English Governmenl has been successful in conveying the
goal of education and the purpose of Ihe NLNS as evidenced by political speeches.
financial commit~nL c:l[[ensive media campaign. providing resources such as parenl
websites. introductory book.lelS and documentalion for pupils beginning schooL and
training programs for teachers.
During my leaching experience. ( feil thai there had been no real markeling of a
conceptionalized educational refonn plan by either political pany in Nova Scotia in Ibis
way. Public focus on education has not centered around reform in Nova Scotia as such
but rather on quiel discontent and public oUlcry loward the depletion of financial suppon.
In addition. there appeared to be conU'adictions wilhin the Nova Scotia Department of
Education. For example. the provincial govemmenl had initiated a gram program focused
on implementing best prnctices in the classroom within a middle school philosopby. With
tl1e middle school concept. many [eache~ were learn leaching and responsible for more
than one subjecl. At Ihe same lime the provincial government was consi<k:ring revamping
the licensing structure for teache~ whereby leachers could only be licensed in the
discipline of expenise. This resulted in a conlr:ldiction to Ihe middle schoolleaming
concept. For instance. English leachers were teaching social studies. Under the new
cenification guidelines. Ihe leacher of English would nOI be allowed 10 teach social
studies. Effective marketing of school reform by Ihe Nova Scotia Government is not: be
possible without clear goals and practices.
The following sub-sections: educational competitiveness and initialive mania.
comment on the successfulness ofspccific NLNS goals
Educational Compelilinnes5
In a number of documents I found a consistent theme that the English govemmenl
wishes 10 provide an educational program where students are able 10 successfully
compete on a global scale. For example. "we wanl a world class education service: one
wilh standards which match the beSt anywhere in the world" (DfEE. 2001. p. 8). It is well
documented that schools are influenced by culture (Fullan. 200 I) and I ask. is il realistic
to compare educational systems oUI of context of the culture in which they exisl?
Differenl countries value education differently. resulting in time. money and effort being
delegated in varied fashions. [s it realistic for the English Government to compare its
educational system 10 that of Japan? Can the culturnl variable of the Japanese educational
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system and that of the English system be somehow controlled or negated? For instance
in some Asian countries. teachers' actual COnlact time with students is much less then
what it is in England or North America. the reason being that there is a larger amount of
lime within the school day alIened for teacher developmenl. As well, teacher
development is very engrained into the job description. which also occurs on a regular
basis. ruther than being inservice or in:ret days which are sporadic and take away from the
contact time of students. Further research is needed [0 investigate these concepts.
IniliaCive Mania
It appears thaI government officials took great strides to Olnlicipate the necessary
supports that would be needed to achieve such a large-scale refonn. There were however.
a number of concerns expres...ed by many educators. For instance. the government has
now begun to acceler-J.le the number of initiatives associated with educalion. As I
conducted my document analysis I began to realize how many programs the English
government has implemented. especially since 1991. These are some of the programs and
services mentioned in the DfEE document. Schools: Building on Success: NLNS.
National Curriculum. OFSTED. Sure Stan. Early Excellence Cente~. National Healthy
Standards. Excellence in Cities. Youth Cohort Study. PEEP. Family Literacy and
Numeracy. Adult and Corrununity Learning Fund. Neighborhood Nursery. Home Start.
National Childcare Suategy. Early Learning Goals. Special Education Needs. Education
Action Zones. Music Standards Fund. Creative Partnerships. Museums and Galleries
Programme. Culture Online. Modern Foreign languages. Early language learning. City
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Academy programme. Centre for Girted and Talented Youth. Excc:Uc:nce Clusters. Fresh
Sian. Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant (EMAG). New Deal fOf" Schools. City
Learning Centres. ctc..(DfEE. 100 I)
While some researchers believe that in order to affect systemic change:, modifications
must lake place on a number of fronts (Hall. (997). [think there is a point where tOO
many programs can be implemented at one time. Will the actual goal of the educational
reform. and more specifically the focus on literacy and numeracy. be losl among all of
these new initiatives"! How is il physically and str.l.tcgically possible for the National
go,'cmment to coordinate: all oflhese new progr.l.rns under one vision'! Fullan (1993)
warns thai eventually. the education system is going to be on implementation overload.
As one English teacher put it. educators are looking for a mor.llorium on re:form
initiatives as Ihey feel swamped wilh lbe relenl1ess new demands made upon tbem,
I also wonder if all these new programs and projects are 'make work.' projects from a
str.negic, political aspect as tbe refonns have created hun~ of new jobs, AR all of
them really that effective? II is almOSI parallel to !he dieting fads. there are a million
initiatives based on the same oUicome but mosl. if nOl: all. do nOI work,
Anotherconcem arose from reading the document. SchOQ/s: Building on Success,
which presents facts and figures that demonsume Ibe financial commitments to these Dew
programs is phenomenal. While the goals and aims may be clear as to what the
government is targeting. at present. I ask.: bow loog will the financial support be available
10 maintain and continue the progmms. once lhey are up and running?
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More discussion related to vision and goals will be addressed in Ch<lpter Five as I
discuss the issue of vision and leadership a!> it pertains to the micro-level of education.
Standards
"Standards provide recognized targets for the improvement process. They can be used to
clarify. integrate and raise exp«tations and are most useful when they become part and
parcel of school improvement plans"{EarI et aI .. 2000. p.12). The English govemmem
has gone 10 great lengths (0 creale sound standards for pupil. teachers. school
administration. and LEA's. The following quotation describes Ihis commitment:
The central task in the next five years is to bring about ... transfonnation with
hig~r standards and greater equality of opportunity. We wantlO cn3ble all
schools to develop three key characteristics of successful secondary schools:
effective leadership: a resolute focus on r.Jising slandards throughout the school:
and a strong ethos. IOrEE. 2001 p. -J.4)
While the~ is a place for standards in educ.lIion. I also think it is necessary to
acknowledge thai the~ can be drawbacks to using standards for judging performance and
that standards should be used with some sense of caution. In order 10 make standards and
targets useful. there has 10 be some method of comparing performances. both present and
past. [n reference iO the NL'l"S. the mode of comparison comes from the use of
standardized tests. in panicular the SATs (national tests previously known as Standard
Assessmenl Tasks). Fortunately. I was srudying the educational system when the SATs
were being administered and therefore had exposure to the testing in most of the schools r
visited. Katherine"s Primary School provided me with the initial opportunity to see bow
the SATs were administered in me primary setting. Because the tests were occurring at
the primary level. the testing actu.Jly took days to complete. There we~ constant
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interruptions to classes and changes in the daily structure aflhe school days. The
cuniculum of some sUbjects was nOl covered because half of the class was missing since
not everyone wrote lhc: tcst al the same lime. Also. teachers were tied up with monitoring
the leSIS. SlUdents with behavior problems were a particular challenge during the SATs
since all students are required to complete the lest and those studenlS who were disruptive
made writing for others difficull and in most cases these students were removed. Still.
disruptive student had [0 be tr.ICked down and forced 10 write. which in most cases was a
painful o:xperience for the student and the monitor.
Seven key issues resuhed from the standards: trusting the results. stringency of
the standards and the 'Dip', logistical problems. teaching 10 the lest. Icacher standards.
headteacher issue. and headship groupthink.
Tru"ltlng the Results
While the national government is self-promoting the success of the NLNS and the
progress of the educational reform. many educators are cautious of the outcomes that
have been conveyed. For instance, in The National Numeracy strategy: The First Year
document. I have concerns about the evidence base. The HMI (Her Majesty's lnSpeCIOrs)
had used a sample o( 300 schools to compile results in studying the impact of the NNS in
schools. Can this be an accur.l.Ie sample since 170 were inspected in the autumn tenn and
the remaining: 130 were inspected in the winter and summer tenns? From my experience
in schools, it is imponant to consider that different school sessions can provide differing
results because of the season. In England. there is a culturoJ m:nd (or many students to be
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absent for extended periods of time in the summer session. for example. as they go on
vacations with their families. In the sununer session. the year 10 students are also away
from the school site. doing work terms for up to two weeks. These absences cause change
in the school atmosphere and the teaching environment. as well as in the scheduling of
the SATs.
Also in the HMI study. only IWO classes were observed: one from each year
group. How valid are the observations. considering that the impact of the class context
.:annot b.;: grasped by observing only two lessons'! A." any substitute teacher. supply
IcachN. teacher in training or teacher applying for a post will continn. evaluating
lcaching outside its context is definitely nOI a true reflection of the ovcrall picture of what
is really happening in an educational environmcnl. Regular teachers will also attest 10
how randomly planned class visitalions are oflen mel wilh ~nhanc~d lessons 10 represent
whatever the inspeclion group are look..ing for in the lesson.
As there was only one interview with the head of each school in the HMI
evaluation. I also ask:: Can these inlerviews be considered an accurate reflection as [0
what is really happening in schools:'
Another thing which increased the anxiety of teaching staff was that pans of lhe
SATs tests had not reflected the Nationaillteracy Curriculum to its fullesl. They believe
that SATs needed to have some revisions made 10 them. In the meantime. if a school had
followed lhe literacy program exactly there would be areas on the SATs which !he
students would not do well. For instance. at Katherine'!> Primary School. tbe scores were
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low for the C::<lcnded writing section since the literacy hour did not address extended
writing in its framework. Therefore the school decided to modify the literacy hour in an
attempt to tetICh and practice extended writing. Keeping th.is in mind. as the SATs are
revamped to rellec! the National Curriculum Outcomes. there has been an increase in me
overall national scores. [s the increase caused by students performance or is it from the
revised SATs design"?
Placing the NLNS in perspective. it is important to realize thallhe NLNS is only a
small fmction of the overall reform effon. My question is: Can one truly assess the
success of the NL'iS outcomes alone. since the govemment has now begun
implementing the Early Excellence Centers which are basically Ulcrocy preschool
programs with a standardized National Curriculum. Local programs are once again
inspected by the OFSTED for these standards.
Slringency oflhe Standanls and Ihe 'Dip'
I am also concerned about the government" s eltpeclation for the increased rate of
student attainment under the National Curriculum Outcomes. This eltpectancy is very
prescribed and is based on consistent averages. For example. students ace expecled 10
improve their achievement approximately 1.2 levels every two years (OrEE. 2001). My
question is; does this reflect true learning? I do not think that learning occur.; in a
constant. sequential pattern bUI rather in spurts of exponential growth followed by
periods of minimal growth. The times of minimal growth are the times when the learner
is synthesizing new material and relating it to old infonnation. Periods of growth are at
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the -eureka" moments when the new data mixed with and conceptualized with old data
formulates a new learning concept. How does this type of non-consislent., ~quential
growth affect target auainment for individual students or entire grndes such as those
going through pubeny and finally teachers and their constant pressure 10 perform and
produce achieving students"!
There also appears to be a discrepancy in the interpretation of the targets between
the primary and secondary schools. This was voiced in the tr.Lining for the Key Stage
Three Numer.lcy lr.l..ining session I :luended. One afthe hC:ld teachers of a primary school
also voiced this concern. The S("hools: Build;n.~ on Sucuss document states.
For many years tr.msition from primary to secondary school has been inadequate.
Far 100 many II year aIds ha\"c lost momenlUffi in the last few weeks of primary
and over the summer holiday before they sian secondary school. All too often
when they stan secondary the result has ~n thai by the end of the firsl year
secondary school many pupils have made liule progress and lost motivation and
as many as 30 per cent actually lower Siandards than in Ihe lasl year of primary
school. (pAD)
This loss in momentum is known as the 'dip' SUI could there not be anomer explanation
foc this dip in progression? For example, nowhere in this documenl is there any focus on
the fact thai children are going through pubeny. ,.olulyone who has slUdied adolescent
behavior and characteristics in the aspect of learning and development could also argue
thai these slUdenlS are DOl only enlering secondary scbool but are also beginning to see
the world Ihrough adult thought processes and this can and will have an effect on learning
and perfonnance. Using Maslow's hierarchy of needs, is it not possible that those
students who arc: exlubiting 'the dip' do so because the trnnsition belWeen primary and
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secondary school. and the tnlRSition into adulthood through puberty. result in some
students digressing 10 a differenl1evel ofnced? Some oflhese students do not easily
adjust. neither to their new surroundings nor the changes accompanied with puberty. and
arc more concerned about where they til inlo the unspoken informal social system. new
culture and climate then their aclUal school work responsibilities. As 'the dip' will show.
most of these students do eventually begin to demonstrate progress in achieving set
targets.
Secondly. could there not be a discrepancy between the expectations orevaluation
techniques found in primary school and secondary school? Perhaps the expectations are
actually higher at secondary schools and the students entering are overwhelmed by the
demands made upon them. They therefore become less motiv::lIed and perform less until
Ihey ·figure out" thl: syslem.
As a middle school teacher. I agree (hal a dip in performance is often witnessed
with Ihe Ir.Ulsilion between elemenlaty school to high school. I think if there were more
time to allow further. in-depth investigation into this phenomena. one would find thallhis
dip in perfonnance is not unique to the English educational system but rather a global
issue that all educalional syslems have when studenlS change school levels.
Lo&istical Problems
As stated. the SATs ICSIS look almost a week 10 administer and disruplcd classes.
Class disruption resulting from the SATs was a consiSlenl theme throughOllt the different
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schools and levels I visited.. Some students could ROl finish the exam and needed
extensions. others ooJy finished pan of the exam because of sickness. vacation. ;and/or
behavior and !lad lObe tr.lCked down 10 complete the teSI on~cby. [0 KeySlagc
One. Lhc SATs tests were cotrttIed by the te:achers. lhcrcfCKe time had to be: found during
the regular school day for lexhtrs 10 do the correcting. In 3ddition [0 the disruption to
(he regular school day. nigh levels of stress were gcncr::ned from Ihese SATs leslS as the
starr knew (he results from lhes.e lests indicated the performance of the school. which
inrlucnces funding. and the direction of the school as school improve~nt plans use the
SAT scores locledded .....hich. areas of the curriculum need more focus.
Teaehin, to the Test
While ~andards are meant to provide 'at'F:cts for mastering sltills. and be lied to
emphasizing. besl practices in Icaching and learning. (here was definitely a move within
many sch.ools to teach 10 the lesl. In one school where a fellow ~acher intern from
Mcmoriiil Univcnity was assigned. one of the teachers had covered all of the curriculum
~uiremcntsbefore l.l'Ie SATs in April and did not have any curriculum requirements to
complece foc the rest of the sommer session (which continued until the end of July).
Perhaps the timing of the SATs should be revisited? I also witneSSed a math lesson
where the teacher nwIe it pelfectJy clear Lbat the lesson was meant to prepare the
students for test writing and in particularthc SATs.
In addition to the SATs there is also annual testing as outlined below:
The Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QC'A) has established an annual
resting progr.unme to provide <!ara on pupils" 3u.unmcnt and progress in English
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in Years 3. 4 and 5. These data. collected and analyzed. by the National
Foundation for Education Research lNFER). augment lhose already available
through Ihe National Curriculum tests for Year 2 and Year 6 pupils. (OFSTED.
2000a. p. I)
These tests are conducted in Year 4. 5. and 6 and are not compulsory. M3Jly
schools still do them to use as additional data for detennining targets and justifying
programmes. My thought is thai while Ihe government is trying to have students develop
their own individual talents. students are being tested 10 death. which will result in
streamlining and nm necessarily the development of individuality.
..\s a person whose public education included public examinations from grade 10
10 12. and comprehensive J-hour year--end exams from grade 7 to 9. I have had
experknce in Writing and studying forCOnlen! driven examinations. As students. we were
told that the Dcpanmcnt of Education felt Ihal public eltaminations in Newfoundland was
on!: way 10 improve student perfonnancc in mmh and English (since there was always a
reminder that the levels of achievement were below average). As a junior high school
student. I was told that eltams from grade 7 to 9 were in place to prepare: me for the
public eltams that everyone was to write in the higher grades. Vivid memories of
spending silt weeks prnclicing for the public eltams does not conjure up pleasant
memories but rnther feelings of boredom and. I am su~ for those students who we~
struggling. plenty of anxiety. The irony of il all is lIlat when anending univen;ity, I felt no
more prepared lIlan students from other provinces who were not required to take public
eltams. What [ learned from pUblic eltams was how to negotiate time for completion of
eltam in addition to weighing the amount of content and detail depending on the value of
the question. and how to fine tune the short term memory! This leads me to believe lIlat
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this type of public testing ICacheS one to be a better test taker bUI it is not the testing that
improves perfonnance: or skill but the quality of the Icaching and learning that occurs in
Iheclassroom.
Teacher Standard..
Teacher education still has the honour of being simultaneously the worst problem
and the best solution in education. This can be tied in with the facllhat all
educational reform rests on the shoulders of teachers who are the primary delivers
of any new initiative. (Fullan. 1993. p. lOS)
The question is whether teachers are equipped or qualified to deliver what is expected,
such as becoming specialists in panicu[ar curriculum areas. new and formalized
assessments slr.ltcgies and teaching methodologies which were nOI necessarily a part of
teachen" initial truining. It is apparenllhrough a number of different avenues. that the
English government is \"t:ry aware thalleachers are the kt:y to success in educalional
reform. For instaDct:. il is documented in The National Numl!rtlc.v Strarl!g;v: Thl! First
Yt'ur. report:
Some schools in the sample had had their progress interrupted for reasons largely
oul of their control: the illness of key personnel or unfilled vacancies: for
example. A response to issues such as these was often the imposition of excessive
loads on a small number of staIf. For eltample. in one small school in the sample
the deputy headleacher with class teaching responsibilily is also the acting
headleacher. and is co-ordinalor for mathematics. English. physical education and
music. (OFSTED. 2000b. p. 22.)
Toward leacher preparation. lhe government created Slandards for existing leachers in the
school environment. which are evaluated by heads of depanments and lhrough OFSTED
inspections. The government has also gone as far as using OFSTED inspections in
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teacher training institutions. In lhis regard. teacher-training programs were given a set of
standards which they had to achieve or be dosed down. From what I observed. the:
leachers who are remaining in this profession are indeed gaining the confidence thai is
needed to be successful in the reform through Ihe training.
[ was also impressed with the government's attempt 10 incorpor.lIc more practical
teacher training through the Newly Qualified Teacher (NQTI program (OfEE.
Teachemel. 2001). In this program. the teacher interns are trained predominantly at the
school level with some academic work included. Qualified Slaff members are to mentor
the NQT panicipanls. plus these panicipants also do not have a full (eactling load. The
unfortun:lle thing is thai if a school has a large turnover of teachers and the incoming
teachers are NQTs. then what ultimalely happens is Ihallhe regulae teachers have more
responsibility because of menlOring. Also. bttausc the NQTs are not able to take on a full
teach.ing load. more pressure is placed on full-time: staH 10 cover the teaching load thai is
remaining.
From my observations of the Memorial student interns. these sludenlS were well
versed in the mosl current and best pl1lCtices. Some veleran teachers in the English school
system were impressed with the weallh of knowledge these interns had with regard to
teaching styles. This actually lead to certain levels of frustration for some of the interns.
especially when it came to discipline styles. as the interns were not allowed 10 practice
whal (hey had been laught. Sometimes. their cooperating teachers did not understand the
theory behind a certain methodology. I was. however. concerned as there seemed to be no
mention of how 10 deal with educational change for these student inlerns. As for my own
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training in Nova Scotia. there were assumptioos that changes would be a part of lbr:
educational environment but no re:LI str.l!cgies were provided as to how to cope with such
forces. I feel wilh educational reform becoming a growing~ of reseacch as well as a
very reaJ pan of tbe lcaching profession thai these inll~ms should have had some
knowledge of change theory. organization theory. Of"cvcn leadersh.ip theory.
Headteadl!:f Issue
The govemment has 3Iso gone 10 pe;1llengths 10 provide specific head teacher
training. such as tbe National Professional Qualification for Headship (NPQH).
Leadership Progr.unmc: for Serving Head Teachers tlPSH). Headship Induction
Progr.unme. and Headlamp: The Leadership and Management Programme for New Head
Teacher.> tDI'EE. 2000(2001). The discussion I had with the head teacher of Hare Street
Primary School was very enlightening as he has only been in the headship position for
the past six months. This meant that I had someone who could provide me with
information 300Ui the Icadcrsh.ip training of head IC:K:hers. This teacher was one of lhe
first set of teachers to participate in the new NPQH progr.tm.. Needless 10 say it sounds as
if this progr:un h3s some things 10 be woric.ed out as in any DeW program. For example.
when questioning him about le01dership theory and change theory. he said tha
surprisingly. II10Sl of this program was made up ofman..gement courses and based 00
business principles and practices. He was somewh..l f:uniliar with leadership theory and
all of the issues th..t center around it. such as vision s[..[ement but was less infOfllled
about change agentry. 11lere was acknowledgement aboul the issue oflbe elabornte
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hicf3tChical situation of the educational system bUi it was obvious WI he had not dealt
with organizational ll'.eory which again was somewhat disheartening. How can the
English go"emment expect hc::x:Itcachers (0 be the leaders in educational reform when
lbere: is no conscious discussion or ua.ining around the topic?
Hudsbip Group!.hink
Upon inquiring how one would 5eOJrc: a headship position. I was informed ttur.
the process is quite detailed. Along with an application form. candidates have (0 do
research on a topic of inlerest related [0 education and prc:~nllhematerial to a panel
which includes governors. teachers. dc:panmenl heads. and in some cases parents. 1lle
candid:lIcs also ba"c (0 complete: a personality inventory and interview. The personality
evaluation was of interest to me since: it was explained thaI schools would usc this
evaluation 1001 to determine if the C3lldidate had the: personality and values thai coincided
,,.dth the ethos of the school. This SC't off a few bells as { think it may be good pr3Cticc: to
find a head teacbc:r who will complement the school environment but it is my
uDderstanding that these 3SSeSSments are standard for all schools but DOl all schools an::
the~. Different schools will require head teae~rswith very different personalities.
values and leadership (echniques. Also one type of general personality may be required
for lhc educational refonn :11 this moment in time but I am sure a different type of
pc~naH(ywill be required at a different stage of educational refonn. Would this
standard type of confonnity not also lead to a tendency toward groupthink (Janis. 1996)?
Is it not imponanl for there 10 be a number of different types of heads as each will
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approach problems differently and provide a wide range or solutions? Would be3dship
conformity 00( SlUnl the growth in problem solving by having 100 many like minds?
Fullan (1999)swes that conflict ilnd diversityilR: our friends. How do the hiring
prncUC6 for head Ie3Chcrs fit inlo lhis belief:' I would think thai they wort. (0 prevent
diversity and limit connici. while lherc must be a fine balance. I also think that if
education is going 10 be consistently changing and doing so at a very fast pace. the
lcxher-in-lr.lining must be given the opponunity to contempl:l.le the idea of conflict and
diVCl".iily being friends. II is a rnindset that will provide many texhers and head tcachers
with another survi\·aJ lechnique for on·going change.
As a participant in the Nova ScOlia Educational Leadership Consonium Progr.un
INSELCI. 1.:llIcnded a number of sessions almcd al addressing the prxtical aspect of
issues prevalent in educational :xl.ministr.llive roles. I believe thaI the Nova Scotia
Government recognizes lhal tr.Iditional deli""cry of public education. in the \'ery near
fulure. will drastically change and !he change agenlS will be: the administrators in their
le3de~h.ip role.
Curriculum
In the guidelines for successful. perfonn.a.nce-basc:d reform. Lc:ilhwood et aI••
(1999) make two imponanl poinlS concerning curriculum. These are as follows;
11.) The curriculum 10 be implememed should be described in eJlceptionally clear
and concrete language. This is no( meant to diminish the necessity and value of
dealing with relevant conceptual and philosophical matle~ in curriculum
frameworks and related malerials. It does mean. however. that the actual prnclices
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emerging from such considerations ottd 10 be outlined very c1e3rly. and with
pknry of illUSUOltions iftbcy are 10 be widely and unifonnly underslood.
(2.) The curriculum. and forms of insuuctioo appropri.llIe for- implementing the
curriculum. should recc:i~'e equal emphasis in frameworks. guidelines and related
materials designed (0 describe the nc:w classroom practices advocated by the
reform.lp. .;6)
My reflective analysis of the NL'lS fr.uneworks in relation 10 curriculum is
presented in the following six subsections: Org3J\ization :II1d Delivery of the National
Literxy Str.ltegy. Org:u1ization 3nd Delivery oCme National Numc:rxy Slnltegy. Further
Insights inlo the NU~S. Grouping by Ability or Setting. MulticullUralism. and Gender.
Organization and DrlivC'1"V of the NaUonal Plene," Slralm
~any Icachen. initially expressed difficulty with implementing the national
curriculum for literacy because of the conslant stRam of changes that kept being
implemented. This may have ~uhed from the fact thallhe national go,,"cmmenl
de\"doped the IiIC~racycuniculum with Iiule teacher consuhation. which resulted in a
number of modifications (0 CXCUf when both the curriculum and National Literacy
Str.lIegy were implemented.
With the emphasis on specific discipline curriculum. such as literacy and
numeracy. elementary schoolleacbe~were forced to be specialists in" panicular subject
which had not before been the prxtice. Many teacbe~e~pressed that they initially found
this role change (0 be stressful.
When the National Lileracy Str.l.legy with the literacy bour was initially
implemented. the fannat of the Strategy and the literacy hour were 10 be strictly foUowcd.
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Some edocalOrs believe ,bat litis emphasis of linIe deviation was intentiooal on the
gO"'cmment"s pan as an 3.ltempt 10 creoue nOl only consistency lhrougbout the counuy bul
also 10 emphasize lhe seriousness of the government's commitment for educational
reform. It would i1ppe3r 1h31 as the literacy hour became a mainstay in the school
stroetute. [he govc:mmcnl reducN the pressure 10 rigidly follow the literacy hour and
stntc:gies. It soon became app:teenl mar. this generic model of 3 lilcrxy hour with the
curriculum and Str.lICgies was nOl going to meet the needs of 3.11 students or school
populalions. EdUC:llors had to make modifications to beltcr assist in meeting the: needs of
specific siudent populations. For instance, as mentioned c:u-lier. (here were issues with
how extended writing was nOI 3. part ofttle NLS. yet siudents were assessed on this skill
in the SATs. As indicated in the document. The National UtU<lC)" Strateg)": the Sectmd
Yt'ar. -'Teachers began 10 feel sufficiently confidcnllO modify the Iitcr.acy hour itselL and
they began 10 provide addilional time foc the leaching of wriring- IOFSTEO. 1000a.. p.9l.
While the go,"emment has allowed variation and flexibility to the literacy hour it
is still very concerned with the degree :and rype of modification as demonstrated in the
following quote from Th~ Nari0fl41 Lirerocy Strategy: The SuoruJ Year:
1bere are pote:ntial dangers in modifICations to the literacy hour. For example. a
significant minority of schools did not include 3 clearly defined element of word
or sentence level work in their modified literacy bouts. Some teacbc:rs. while
providing more time for the re:aching of writing. emphasized the aspects with
which tbc:y were more confident. such as the use of COMectives. at the expense of
the full range: of writing objectives from the framc:worit(OFSTED. 2000a. p. 9).
1bere is also con~m thal teachers are now -spending too much of time on pupils
practicing writing ruther than being taught how to improve it" (p. 9).
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Organization and Delinry or the NLNS In Numeracy
'The implementation of the National Numeracy Strategy appears (0 have run
smoOlhlyas few modifications were needed for the curriculum or the organization of the
three-pan m:llhs lesson. There is a sense that the gains in nurnemcy were more than what
has been expected and the progress ha.~ been more than that of the: literacy target. In the
numeracy sessions. there was an emphasis on mental math and some rote memory
activities with the multiplication tables.
The oral and menial starters soon became established as the most dfective part of
the daily mathematics lesson. As was outlined in the interim repon.leachers
quickly recognized the value of pupils developing an accurate: and rapid recall of
num~r facts and artier being able to apply this (0 solve problems. Pupils. too.
appreciated their growing confidence and sk.ill in handling numbers and enjoyed
the 'quick-fire- question and answer sessions. (OFSTED. :!000b. P 10)
After w:llching a newly qualified teacher tNQT) conduct her lesson. I ha\"e concerns with
the fast paced question and answer method Ihat seems to be one of the practices
promoted. If the oral and mental starter is also supposed 10 be a lime for sludents "to
explain the melhods. and stI<ltegies they use to reach. an answer. 10 consider the efficiency
ofvar1oUS methods and to apply their knowledge of number facts 10 'real-life' problems-
IOFSTED. 2000b. p. 9). then can fast paced quick recall do all of this? As a classroom
teacher I question the usc of fast paced questioning and answering because I have found
that not all children h.ave lhe same memory recall patterns which allow for fast recall.
While repeated practice will make relrieving of facts occur faster, what about allowing
time for the real synthesis of knowledge to fonn? Students who find themselves slower in
recalilhan the rest of the class may choose to not even attempt to answer the questions
and begin to shut down. ~ unfonunate lhing is lhat it is probably Ihese very students
who cannot afford to become unmotiV3.led.
The numerncyl~ is ITIe3nt to be divided intO mree pans. From the pilOi
projttt it seems t!lat the students now have a math voc;abulary that is well developed
which is one of !he things that needed to be addressed. II also seems that srudents who
come from the lower grndes know w!lat to expect in the numer.acy lesson therefore. there
is less disruption as students understand the format of the lesson. There is also a belief
that cuhurally. teachers have never been strong in maths and therefore then: is a real
insecurity in providing the maths curriculum. Teachers need to build their confidence in
this ~a and the reform initiatives are helping to address this. To some extend I also
believe this to be: the case in Atlantic Canada in th.u many elemcnt3J)' teacher.; do not feel
(,:omfonable leaching the Atlantic Provinces Educational Foundation (APEF) math
curriculum. For inslance. when I attended a local APEF math inservice for elementary
teachers. what I sensed was t!lat the elementary teacher.; were very anxious about thi'
new math and did not feel comfortable with the curriculum and worried about their
success with teaching the: material. This parallels w!lat was witnessed with the
implementation of the Numeracy Strntegy.
further Insi'hLs into tIw; NI NS
As outlined in the document. Th~ Nalional Num~racyStrat~gy: Th~ S~cond Year:
A plenary provides the opponunity for the teacher to review the objectives of the
main leaching activity. reinforce and extend cartier work. sununarize key ideas.
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assess what pupils have learned during the lesson. COfI"ect any common
misconceptions or errors. and look abe<3d 10 the next lesson and set homework.
(OFSTED. 2000b. p. 14)
Both the plenary in l.he numerac:y and IiteJ3Cy were viewed as insufficient by the
OFSTED inspttlQl'S I Jl'lC:I. While there was wrinen concc:m in both rc:views of lhe:
LiICrxy Stnl.lcgy and the Numc:rac:y Slr.llC:gy. and promises made by liternc:y and
nUnJerxy consuhanlS during training sessions 10 wofk on lhis :&sped of lhe lesson. I did
nOl witness any sp=cirlC time allotted during the training 10 focus on the plenary. This
lcad me to believe thai in the neXlllSst:ssment of the NlJ'olS there will be slight
improvements wilh the plenary but not enough 10 be considered satisfactory.
Anolher posifive as~CI of the slrurcgies is fhat the curriculum is laid out for each
individua.l grade level which helps prevenl over leaching across grades. I believe this is
what is nttded wilh the APEF curriculum guides as (lind thc:re is unneassary. rcpetilive
leaching occurring at the gr.ades 7 &. 8 level in millh.
I also found it interesting that TM National Numeracy Strategy: The first Year.
document states that the best teaching occurs al years six and reception (known as
primary or kinderg:uten in Nonh America) (OFSTED. 2000b. p. 2). ls this because the
teachers in these positions ate aware that these grades are key grades causing them to be
more conscientious of their responsibilities? Or. is it bttause the students in both
situations know the pes ate special in different ways and learn more. since they ate
self-motivated? Or is it the perception of the people doing the assessment of teaching
lhat these are key grades and they personally are hoping that there is a marlted
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improvement which influences how (bey pRview the a.ssessmeof? These questions
intrigue me because of the siruation I found myself in when leaching grade 8 math in
Nova. Scotia. I fclt gre:ll~re 10 make sure thaI srudcnts had masr:erm the skills
needed to be successful in grade 9 maths. Even lhough seveml of the outcomes were to
be covered in pn:vious gr.adcs. many of the students had DOt xhieved these skills. leaving
them in a position of being keenly aware that if they did nm master the skills before the
end of grade 8. the students would nO( experience success in gr.xIe 9 math.
Grouping by Ability or Sellin,
When the lilcr.x:y hour was originally implemented. there was the expectation Ihal
studenLS would be placed in small groups for mini lessons. Eolch group would be
participating in a different Jesson depending on ability. In my observations. the students
were being placed in groups bUI onen limes the focus of these mini lessons wen: the same
for each group. Time has shown that it is next to impossible COl" the reacher 10 implement
lhrec 10 four different mini·lessons during a twenty.minute session.
Students were grouped according to ability inlO homogenous groups. the
downside of lhis being. students know bow [fie grouping is done and why. In mosI of the
primary schools.lhe groups Slay the same per subject fOl'" the entia: term. lbere are no
opportunities for heterogeneous grouping in a cooperative learning sense. The groups are.
however. differenl depending on the subjet:t because students. as Slaled before. are
grouped by abilily and individual srudenlS have different sltill ability depending on the
subject in question. At the beginning of each new lenn. student groups are rearranged
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based on their scores and progression. Students have lbe opponunity 10 either move 10 a
higher or lower academic group. 1be documenL TM NariO#lal Nu.·nuacy Strat~gy:The
First Y~r staleS thallhere bad ~D an incrusc in sening for m:uhemaIics over the year.
over quaner of scbools visit~ DOW grnup aJ. least some of their pupils in sets with similar
levels ofanainment.- (OFSTED.:D'JOb. p. 18). I found this policy interesting because
homogenous grouping would be considered socially unacccpl3ble in Canada. to some
cuen!. The public would consider it 10 be an infringement on I.hcir ri!Ilts. based on The
Chartl!r ofHuman Righu W1d Freedoms Act ( 1985). That S3id. some type of setting does
unofficially occur in Canada bUI it would not be described in a written policy but rather
occur in an unwrincn practice of a particular school or dislricl. Woodhead. writing in The
Daily Tt'legraplr. {:!OOII argues for grouping by ability:
If groups~ organiZed by ability: it is then easier for me teacher to match the
instruction 10 whal c:ach child knows and can do.
Ttle argument against ability grouping is lhat child.ren in lower groups will be
demoralized.. This will happen only if the teacher allows iL
It is a good idea to organize the class sometimes so that more able chil~D can
wort. with less able. Each child can beoefiL (Grouping by AbiJil)·. The Daily
Telegraph insen.!OOJ. p. 18)
The unfortllrwe thing about this ideal is thai from my ob5ervations and from
consultation with English te::ache1"S and the leacher interns al Harlow. mixed ability
groups do tlOI ever occur at most of the primary schools. Some of the leacher interns
even found thar: !leterogeneous grouping was frowned upon.
Woodhead. 42(01) stales from llis past experience on grouping by ability thaL
..there was lime evidence that anyone had been -labelled"" and made 10 feel inadequate"
Ip. 18) However. since my internship in En~and.1 take adifferenl spin on this issue. I
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observed thaI it is still a common prnctia: for teachers to demor.J.1ize their srudeots in
front of other students Olnd call them names like. -slupicr. [(this is soeograined and
Xttpled in tbe English culture. how CiU1 a texher or researcher say there is no labeling?
This is labeling by ability i1nd it is ULre:1dcd lhroughoul the system but because it is
systemic il is taken for granted. Students may learn to accepllhat they are pcMlr in n\3th
and will have liu..lc success in the=: subj«t of question. As Fullan (1999) writes. ,0
achieve mocal purpose is [0 forge inlcmetion and even mutual interest ac~ groups. Yel
the problem is there are great tendencies 10 keep people different than ourselves at a
distance" (p. 2). I a.Iso think this retlects the grouping patterns orlbe English culture.
People who grow up with this struclUre will in most C::LSCS pr.lclice it in their own lives
both professionally and personaJly and. if so. how will the English culture change the
min~tOrttle society 10 3.llow the inlC~rxtiono(differenl groups? This brings us to the
issue of muhicuhur;LIism.
Multkulturalism
One of the major" f1:l.w$ I see with the Uter.u:y and Numerxy Strategies is that
there is little to no discussion about how to manage multiculturilism in the framewodc..
When I asked about this during the: launching ofthe' Key Stagr Thru Strategies. the
coon.iinators lklivering the session stated that multiculturalism was mentioned on pg. 14
of the manual and that they too had concerns about this ·over-sight". The fact that it is
"contained~ only on p.14 of the manual shows that the curriculum is nO( particularly
inclusive. The promotion video however demonstrated the token representations of
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gender and £aCe. When looking at race only Blacks we~ rcprestnled and only one:
individuiil in each category (Ieacher and student) was Black... The published cvalU3lions
of the NLNS progress also made Iinle altempC to distinguish whether ethnic groups or
minorities were benefiting from the NLNS initi:u.ivc:.
Anyone who ICaches :J. minority group is aw~ Ihat such groups nave specific
educational needs which One" center around literacy. Because of tile population dynamic
in ttnain areas of England. one would expccllhere to be a multicultuml aspect to the
NL'iS initialive. For inslance. 1question the following Sllltemcnt.
Marion Richardson Primary School in Tower Hamlets shows whal can be
achieved. Some 400 of the 489 pupils in Ihc school have English. as a second
language. and there are high proportions with. Special EducalionaJ. needs and
receiving r~ school meals. OFSTED recently described the school as
demonstnlling "superb" racial harmony. All pupils have benefited from sua:essful
implcment:llion of (he NaIional. literacy and Numeracy StI:ucgies: the schools
key SI::Igc :! results were amongst the best in the counlfY_ The school has Slrong
suppan rrom parenlS and govcfDOlS.. (DfEE. 2001. p. 33)
Firsl. it has bleen my cxperience mat most dirrlCUlties lhat centcr around racism in schools
occur at the: SC'C'Ornbry level; thcn:ron: the: ract lhat this is a primary school~y
reduces me: probability ort3Cial incidences. Sct:ondly. it is schools lhl1l have populations
when: the: racial groups are a minority compared to Olhcr groups such as whites Wt
experience raciSl problems. That is why some rncial aod elhnic minorities are pushing
ror sepamte schooling systems. Have you heard or a pttdominantly Black or all Black
school haVing racial problcms within the school? We cannot deny the ract that many
Black educators in Nonh America relt a sense or loss when school segregation was
disbanded because they rclt that Blxk students being educated in their own culture by
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their own people had 3. number of advantages which would be lost with desegteWlUOO.
Also. il was nOi clear if lhis is a school composed of a~~ of visible minorities or a.
schoollh:J.t has just a large popuJa.tioa from lbe same ethnic backgrouDd. If lbe latter case
were true lhen it would st3nd that there possibly would be less racial issues.
While Allantic C.3n3d3 still has much work 10 do inc~ng a multicultural
.:ducational system.. we 3rc much Further ahead of the English system. However. there are
vani1lions. In Atlantic Canada.. Newfoundland has JUSt dislru1ntled lhe denominational
edue:ltional system. In Nov3 Scotia however. it would not be acceptable to repeat the
Lord"s Prayer orcdebrnrc any Christian holidays. [n Engllll\d it is compulsory for all
students 10 ha\'c religious studies aU through their public schooling. All schools are
requi~ 10 have an assembly daily which is 10 be centered around Christian worship. [
found this made me uncomforublc and perhaps some students with differing faiths feci
the same: way. The differences between ALlanLic Canada and England may ~ull from
the fact that our socicty is composed of a divcne group of people. while in England tbcre
:uc only pockets of divcrsity in l;u-gerccntcrs such as london and Birmingham.
HO~1iCr.lhroughgovcrnment statcments. it seems England belicvcs
By approaching refonn this way~ can Ctl5utC mat it bas a deep and lasting
impact on pupil achicvcment and on tbc kcy goaJ of equality of opponunity and
the devclopment of the full potcntial ofcvcry young persoo. (DfEE. 2001. p. 3)
It can also be argued mat wc really~ not in a position to detcrmine how deep
change occurs and how to manifest it. From this perspective it is dangcrous to make such
statcments. 1lle issue of equality is intcresting as then: is still no inclusion of
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rnulticulIUr.1l curriculum nor an inviting culruce which accepts diversity. How can it be
Slated that equality of opponunily will occur. wben it appears the syst~m is established on
the middJe: class. while:. English speaking. Christian values?
Some of the interns here at Harlow even experienced the croehy of the lack of
tolcl'at'lcr and xccplaJJCr from students making fun of them being C<1n3d.ian :md the
difference in accenL This group of lJ"aining tC3Chers are :J. part of the dominant ruling
group as (hey are middle class. while. Christian and "Eng1i5h~ speaking. Imagjne whal it
must be likft for th~ who have dt'3Stic differences such as Blacks or Muslims.
While there is little mention about mee or elhnicily in the government gencr.llcd
documems. there is a consislC~nl mess.age on the difference belw~n gender in
performance and evaluation. This repcar.edl,! reminds me of how~hed the: English
cuhure is in maJe hegemony.
The issue of the comparatively poor ::anainmenl of boys in writing bas been widely
recognized in recent years. Although tberc is also a gender gap in reading. il is
much more matted in writing.. In the other two~ subjects. science and
mathematics. boys and girls perform similarly: if anything boys do better than
girls in mental3rithmetic. (OFSTED. 2OOOa. p_ 18)
Even though prls~ doing DOl 50 well in lbe mental maths.~ is l)Cver mention of
trying to get girls up to speed with their menta! maths in the numeracy report. Yet. the
concern over boys· performance: is found in a number of documents. -Boys do less well
than girls in all aspects of English at both key stages. particularly in writing~ (OFSTED.
2000a. p. 2). I sometimes wonder if this has to do with culture. I wonder if anyone has
so
looked at the probl~m in lhis light. ls it possible that it is not socially ~in~ or 'cool" roc
boys (0 eNd ill home or to pr:w:tice reading outside of school'! And hasn"( there been a
historic piUk'rn of girls doing bette!" in the reading and writing than boys? This is an iUU
of research outside the scope of my internship. but it raises inte~ng questions.
Tgchiftl and lA.min,
The NU<lS and the curriculum guides gave teachets ;1 fr.1mework to work from
and within. The reform required teachers and department hem to develop daily lesSOfl
plans. medium-term goals or plans. and long-term goals as part of the school
improvement plan. More specifically. teachers were not only required to tum in their
sche~sof lesson plans weekly. but were also required 10 ere..lc a progrnm for eilch term
tmedium goolsl plus a yearly plan t1on~ term plan). My school visits onen included
discussions around the different r.lIlge of goals fOf the school. Within the: SYSI(~m. the
11e:xf teacher is responsible for loolting :u: :ill weekly Ic:s.son plans fOf all teaching staff.
While: lhis in 1.hcofy may seem li!:.e one method of assessment and creating
xcountability.logi5l:iC3.1ly a head teacher. with more than Sixty.five teaching staff.
c:ulnot possibly look 3t the weekly lesson plans on a regular basis. Some bead teachers
state that these: lesson plans are filed as " paper trail and used (or- OFSTED inspectioos or-
for individual teacher assessment or when there is a classroom issue concerning the
delivery of curriculum. Teachers Slated rnat lesson plans passed in before the week are
nOI always renective of what will bappen in the classroom for that particular week.
The~fore some schools require that teachers have a general weekly lesson plan
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developed :lhe3d of time and at the: cnd of the week. a version of what actually bappeoed..
As a classroom tcacher. if no ODe is going (0 come and follow up on the lesson plans that
I have c!"e;)led for the week. it could and would be easily possible to submit a set of plans
which are appropriate for the curriculum and me: required outcomes but then teach
something thaI is not at all reflective of what was submiucd on paper. This deviation of
the clI.pected lc:ssons may be influenced by variables such as unexpected special events
which take away from class time. seasonal flu epidemics resulting in large student
absenteeism. incidents at school which ~uire :JUcntion during class lime. or a re-
eva.luiUion of the back.ground knowledge of students demands that me: lessons be
revilRlped. In summary. having sound lesson plans submined in advance or later cannot
guarantee thai quality Icaching and learning is occurring in the classroom.
As a pan of classroom organizatiOfl and best practices. the slr.llcgies required
aims and objectives be wrillen on the board for siudents 10 see. From this. Ihere is a clear
direction of what is 10 be learned during a ceruin period of lime and it is always
R:viewed. There is i1Iso it sense that the: standardized curriculum and NLNS make the
daily running of d35SC:5 consislent belween classes ilnd grades. Many of the: student
interns from Harlow conunented that this was it positive thing. as pupilS knew what to
expect and what the procedures were during the classes.
One of the very specific emphases of the NLNS is the idea of bow best to
organize a lesson. This can be seen with the fonnat for the literacy hour and the threc:-
pan nuffiCracy lesson. For instance. both the Iiter.x::y hour and the nuffiCracy lesson have
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a plenary al the end.. 1be purpose of the plenary and the imponance of it is soon made
clear within tbe reviews of the NU<JS wbc~ detailed descriptions arc: provided for
educators and the public. lbe plenary was also 3. point of flXUS as many of the OFSTED
inspections indiC:l.Ie thai this W3S the weakest part of many lessons evaluated in Iileracy
and numeracy.
(thought il was interesting [0 hear the teacher interns discuss the: issuc oflC'aching
styles. [t would appear from the general conversations thai many of the 'new' teaching
s,ryles tholl these: interns took for granted aR nOl me mainstay in English schools. Tbe
interns themselves found this to be 3. unique cultUI:l1 expericoce. A mon: e1aborar:e
discussion of litis observation will be presented in lhc: next chapter.
The pr.lCt.ice of having regulill classroom le3Cher absent from the classroom has
created disruptions in learning and contributed 10 the pen::eived increase in behavior:J.1
problems. Funber discussion of lhis problem will be addressed in the nelt! chapccr.
Teaching Aa:maDIs (TA)
When the N~S was implemented it was rec:ogn.ized that there was going to be a
need for increased suppon. Therefore the: government increased funding and the number
ofTAs. lbc school is also ~iblc: foc professional deVelClplDCDt of its TAs. T As
appear to be treated as a pan of the teaching staff. mocb more than wbal is in Nova
Scotia. [n England the TAs anend all of the scboors professional developmem (PO)
sessions and are paid for the training. plus they have their own cen.ificate programs and
sepafil.le professional development programs.
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............
Many teachers voiced their concern that the resources needed 10 carry OUt the
curriculum we~ nOl avail3ble. The interesting pan of this belief is lhill from my
viewpoint. the schools in England WCR: very well equipped as comparm 10 Atlantic
C:mad:L. lbe perception from the English was that Canadians have the ideal educational
system and many felt embarrassed 10 lei me see lheir resoun=es. The irony of il all W;lS
that I was the embarr.lSSCd one. because their perception was so wrong. Schools in the
Atlantic Provinces as compared [0 the schools in this supposedly socio-economically-
deprived area. were blatanlly under staffed and under resourced. l think it comes down 10
the cultural differences and expectations. I feel proud thai I have been able 10 leach with
the limited resources provided to me. I would love 10 lake some of these teachers and
plxc them into my tcaching environment [0 get their reaction to my situation. I guess
you do nOi. reajly appceci.:uc what you have until you are in a situation where il is no
longer :available.
-Policy cohe~ncc is 3.lw:sys difficull to :sdtieve. Signifkaru attempts have been
molde with NLNS tD ensu~ consisleocy within the Strategies. as well as coberencc and
integrntion with other agencies and polides- (Earl et 3.1•• 2000. p. 15). TIle [allowing
sections ootline two primary NLNS policy issues: ccntr.lliuuion vs decentralization. and
panner.;rups.
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How can education exist with less influence: from me stare politics? It is
3Cltnowledged that schooling is the responsibility afme state bUl this also causes
problems. There is 3. sense that the political parties realize that real educational refonn
will lake a long lime to accomplish and the results will not appetlr during onc political
office time period. Many orille changes implemented arc meant 10 show results within
the political time fr.unc: of a governing party_ Many teachers believe that education
would not be victim 10 so nuny dnst.ic philosophical shifts if it were somehow detached
from the immediate polilic:ll arena. The report. Schools: BuilJing on SUCC'l'n. talks about
giving successful schcK:tls morc control ocaUionomy_ What I sec: isonc aspcctofthe
struggle for the delicate balance between centraliz:uion and decenlr.l.lization. Iag~ with
Fullan (19931 who writes.
The cenlre and local units need each other. You can"t get anywhere by swinging
from onc dominance to anolhcr. What is required is a different two-way
rd:uionship of pressure, suppon and continuous negotiation, It amounts 10
simull:meous t~own bouom-up influence. (p. 38)
ls the education ~focm in England made: up of a combination of both top-down i1JJd
bottom-up ideas i1nd pedagogy'? I have seen the lop-down approach implemented. As
indicated from the quote below. the national government also makes it dear that il has
laken this lop-down approach on purpose.
Tho: refonns since 1997 have been driven from cenual Government. This was
necessary in order 10 generate a new sense of urgency. to create a DeW culture focused
finnlyon standards and to demonslrale that sle~hange in pupil pcrfonnance was nOi
only possible bul could be achieved rapidly. (OlE£. 2001, p. 91)
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The Government is ttnualizing education through stand:uds initiatives sucb as
the NUoIS. National Curriculum. OFSTED lnsptttions. and leac~r training programs
while dttent.raliring by providing more financial :lutooomy to the scbools and LEAs.
This incre~d autonomy is rep~ntedby boards of govemon wh.ich have increased
responsibilities and high accountability and finance departments wh.ich manage: the
schools own finances and decision making of the: daily running of the schools from staff
hiring to the: contrae:ting ofcleaning staff. Upon .mending :1 governor meeting for the
Burnt Mill School. I quickJy realized the roles:1nd responsibiliLies of 3 go\"cmor position
encompass the entire school experience. For instanCe. governors have responsibilities
~ICrW around child proleclion. sprcial education. inclusion. health and safely issues.
implementation of the Human Rights Act. CIC. Because the governance is such an
imponanl pan of the educational system. there is training held year round on educational
issues and the running of a governing body. In addition. members can actually complete
a cenification in Educational Studies in Governance where specifically. ··you need 10
;l.tIend an induction course and the five introductory Courses enable you 10 gain the
Cenific;ue ofEducationaJ Studies (Governors) (Cett. Ed.).-(Govemor Developmc:nL
April 2OO1·March 2002. p. 21). Members can also receive an Advanced Certificate in
ScIxx>I Go"ernance (BTEe) where you~ required to keep ... -ponfolio to show the
wodt of your governing body.-(Essex CountyCouocil. April200I-Man:h 2002. p. 21}
Fullan (1993) suggestS there is perceived conutll associated with the top pan of
educational hierarcb.ies. It would appear that the English government believes thai: it has
control of the refonn process. but this perceived conutll is limited since teachers bave
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power as masses and can determine the educatiooalldonn"s fate. This whole refocm
initiative Ciln fall bttausc of rexbers and their role in this process is very importanl.. yet I
do I'IOl know if either the government rx the teachers themselves realize lhi.s fact. I am
sure the government is beginning to sense the importance of teachers especiaUy with the
shonage of educators and the problems that ~ :tSSOCialed with this dilemma.. TIle teacher
shortage will be addressed in funber detail in tbe following chaplet.
In order for there to be some type of bauom-up mo\"cment which will
complement or work with the top-down initiatives. I believe that there should be some
type of Qwncrsh.ip fclt for the NLNS by the teachers. BcC3Use the NLNS initi:llh'c has
been vcry much conlrolJcd by the nationaJ government and liule consullation by the
Icaching population has occurred. I question how ownership will happen. I did know thai
there were growing ••:OflCcms aboutlitcracy and possibly numer.tey from the grassrootS
IC'I.'e1 before the NL"<4S initiali\'c look place:. This only b«ame dear to me when I visited
Dr. Susan Han of Cambridge University and read some ofthc: action research conducted
by teachers in lbe are:L Fe.- insll1llCe. tbe~ is a partnership between the University of
Cambridge and a group or pritlW)' tQChers known as TULIPS: Teachers Undemanding
Literacy lmpro"'emenl in Primary School. whose project is. lo examine and reflect on
(leachers!lileracy \'alues and practices in the contexl of the introduction oftbe NlS. 1be
cenual concern of the project is the improvement of lileracy opportunities foc children in
primary school- (Hanke. 2000 p. 288). II was only in this arena thai I had the opportunilY
to really discover academically some voices of teachers. It would appear that even thoup
lhe government may auempt to communicate with the public through group forums. and
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target groups. and teachers through the cascading effect wilh co-ordinators. me
independent voice of teachers can ~a11y only be discovered through ocademic writing.
This I find 10 be limiting, as many teachers do nOI have the time 10 commit to another
demanding. rigorous task.
II is imponant to understand the difficUlty in cre::ating deep change in educational
systems. Fullan (1993) SliIles;
We. are facing a societal problem with two pans: schools that are ineffective as
learning organizations. and agencies and institutions outside the school (families.
social agencies. business organizations. higher education instilulions,
governmenLS) that are also ineffective (see Goodlad. 1992). This is less laying
blame everywhere than it is a recognition of the enormity of the problem - il is
literally not solvable - and a realization that alliances and pannerships beyond the
school are vital if we are to have any chance of making substantial progress. tp.
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As one of its stro!legic approaches the govemmenl simes; ~We will eru:out:lge
partnerships belween Ihe education service and alilhose who have an interest in its
success·' (DfEE. 200 I. p. 17). This stalement is qualified with the following paragraph;
We will encout:lge those within the education service to [earn from each olher and
to work with and learn from those outside il ~ parents. communities. the cuhural
sector and business. The growth of learning opponunities al home and in the
communily. spurred on by dramatic technological change. increases the need for
educalors to work with allicinds of panners. In this way the education service can
llOl only learn from experience ofcbange and progress elsewhere. II can also
become a valued possession of society as a whole; a public service. which is
absolutely central to the creation of a successful economy and society in the
furure.(p.l7)
1be document Schools: Building on SUCCf!SS is meant 10 be aboul the schooling of
children. yel there is quite a large focus on assisting fantilies with programs such as
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Family literacy and Numcraey and the Adult and Community Le3t1\ing Fund (DfEE.
200 I p. 20). Part of the S«OOd chaprer in this document is devoted [0 cbil~n before
school yur age and the:ir (:unities. The~ is also 3. suong written pledge (0 combining
services:
We want 10 ru:a.in the best whictl exh profession offers. but provide more
intcgr.ued services which an: buill around children"s needs rather than
professional structures. All the evidence shows that joined-up services deliver
both better outcomes for children and belter value for the public purse. (DfEE.
.=!OOI.p.181
While Ihe nmiona! government hllS made these pledges publicly and has begun a number
of initiatives which suppon the child in a more holistic context, discussions with people
from the LEA indicate: thall.hey are aware oft~se intended partnerships but they admit
Ihal liule has ~n done and this WQuld be an area needing improvemc:nL
lo reference 10 Atlantic C.:m:Jda.. rTlOS( educators believe th;)1 education at present
requires considering the child in 3 holistic manJler and :mempUng (0 meet individual
needs. [believe lh.:1.1 is why~y junior high schools have anempted 10 impk:meot the
middle school. philosophy_ Partnerships with community groups and other government
:agencies have been recognized as :a necessity and again attempts have been made to
de\'elop a successful pannership model. Unfortunately. the ALlantic: provincial
governments have also been faced with the challenge of deficil cutting which bas placed
greater pressure on these pannenhips.
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Accountability
The perfonnaocc data. gencr.lled in England"s staodards·based approach to refonn
essentially becomes the mechanism foc reporting which schools are performing well.
Performance data innuc:nce pareDeS decisions to send their child to a. particular school.
allocation of funds. suppon. and ~rces..and school improvement plans. School
l'uccess is demonstrated using league tables where results are published in newspapers
and~ also available on the World Wide Web. In addition 10 the league tables. which
r.utk schools ba.sed on performance. there is also the value-added section of the school
.:valuations. which is meant 10 address the climate and culture of the schools. The
values-added section would describe awards which the school may have ~eived for
improvement. srudent mor.:lle. achievements outside the :u:ademic domain. and possibly
dubs or groups associated with the schools such as a student fun dr:lma ,group. OFSTED
reports are also availatle 10 the public. When the original league tables WCR published
under the H(){K)('OJ})le Chris Woodhead·s~.the focus ""'as on wl\at was commonJy
referred [0 as "naming and sb3m..ing" (Earl et aL 2000). Naming schools which were OQ(
improviDg student pcrfocmancc and shaming the teaching staff and school aDd LEAs for
the lack of performance was seen as the outcome. This naming and shaming
accountability process has lesseDed somewhat in the past few yeatS.
The OFSTED inspections have a large impact on detmnining the school"s funm::.
My conclusion is that it is wise (0 use caution when reading lhese OFSTED reports as I
pe~ived !hat they are open to a large degree of subjectivity and vagueness. For
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iIlSWlCC. the following ~xcerpt is the OFSTED inspection of the Dance discipline from
the Burnt Mill Ex~iveAns OFSTED Report..
1be teaching ofdance is very good.. Teachers have high expect.alions of both the
effort and bebavior of pupils. Very good relationships. very goo:lSUbjCC1
blowledge and good evaluation of pupils' woct.e~ tba.I aU pupils. including
those with learning diffICUlties. make: good progn:ss. Teacbers make use of
information from individual educational plans in order 10 adapt their leaching
SIr.1tCgies 10 mecl the pupils' needs. No unsatisfactory Icaching was observed. bul
~re ~ instances where Icaching has some sboncomings. In a very small
number of lessons. for example. insufficient chaUeoge and pace constrain
progress.
lbere is no notion of where -good- fits into an improvement gradient here. While the
inspector may be some one who is qualified to conducl these assessments. I slill feel that
the individual's personal values influence the assessmenl.
While most schooling is public. these educational organizations are encouraged 10
I.:ompetc for students. programs. Icaching staff. and l£A funding. While all students ale
presented ",,'ith the opportunilY to be educated. IlOI all students have equal educational
opportunity. Chris Wooc1he'<ld and Johna~ 12(01) reflect lhis beliefwil.b the foUowing
stalement from their guide. 1'1wlwslfor yourchildrm: 1'1w CHjiIIili,·~ Pau!U's Guid~ ro
Educalion.
lbe flnl thiog to say is that many parents. particularly in nual areas. will DOl have
a choice. and many more. panicularly in ecooomically disadvantaged areas. will
not have a meaningful one. (!be Daily Telegraph. p. 16)
This statement may be admitting the reality of education but I do not think it shouJd be
taken as a cultural practice that cannot be aItem:!. How can schools bener themselves
when they are Dot given fair representation?
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I also rrnd it diStUrbing mat Woodhead and Clare advise parents to~ and.
inlerp~ the asscssmcnl results for schools without any regard 10 improving the schools:
[f a scbool is DOC teaching pupils to read and wrllC: properly. II is DOl wonh
bolhering wilh. Your child will do best among OI~rswoo learn to read and write
weU. wbetbet bec:ause of the homes they come from or the teaching they receive.
tp.161
The intent is th31 ~nlS wilhdnw students from low xhieving schools and. ~Dd them to
high achieving ones. However. ifpan:nts of high achievers at one school aJlleavc: for
:lnOlher then there is serious trouble. Avc11lge srudcnts have nothing to strive for. and the
parental suppon that generally comes with IUgh achievers would be lost. therefore. the
links 10 the community. lost. Siruggling schools need an infusion of students. families.
and parents who can posith'ely contribute 10 the educational organization. This
promotion of shopping around for (he schooltho1t best suits lhem Olnd their chil~ncan
be deuimenlal for a whole community of learners. Is the Government in fxt prnmoting
an inclu.si\·c society or:1 class sysa:~m? It also appears 10 go against Fullao's view of the
need for sludents to feel aluched to lhc:ir schooL
I would bypcxhcsizc tlw the gre:;uer the emphasis on xademic achievemenl
through high stakes xcounlabiIi[y.lbc: gn:alc:t" the: gap ~c:c:n advantaged and
disadvantaged students. The: main~ fOC" this is !.hal poor performing students
do DOl Dec:d~ prasurc:. the:y oc:c:d peater attachmc:n[ 10 the: school and
motivation 10 wanl 10 lc:am.~ by ilSelf in this sinwion actually
demotiv3[CS poOC" performing studc:nts.- (Fullan.I999. p. 19)
I !hink awareness of (be impacl of school selection by ~nts and students is
very imponan( for !he: educational rc:fonn in England especially with the: naming and
blaming that has gone on in die: past. 'The: intention of !he: NLNS is 10 directly focus on
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lbose srudenlS who are indeed the low performers w the way of measuring
3CCOUntability is though the testing. I think Fullan's previous statement brings a.wareness
thai there must be a balance rt:ached between competitiveness and the unfairness mal can
arise with achievement tests. school perfonnance. and school selection. [f one is not
careful the purpose of the initiatives will end up conuibuting 10 the problem mlber than
aidingiL
Funding and Workable Governance Structures
The OISEIUT research team wert: asked to undcnal:c: l1n inquiry into the costing and COSI-
effectiveness ofthc Str.lIcgies. I fulmis is the aspect of my inquiry thilt I concentt:l.Ied
on the least because I did not have the ncccssary resources 10 thoroughly invcstig:llc il.
As il visiting observer of the educational system. and from my experience: leaching in
Can3d3... I feclthc English go\"emment has made a large ftn::ancial commitment and has
concentr-lled a large amount of resources to tbe NLNS. AI the same time. I discove~
thai many of the lcaching staff believe they do nOI have adequate resourccs. I think this
difference in opinion is. as Slated earlier in the chapler. partly due to cultural diffe~nces.
When in the math classrooms in England. I think I have abundant resources compam:t 00
wbar. I have experienced in my own teaching in Atlantic Canada. I believe that is ROC Ibc:
quantity of~ that improves snKIc:nLS performance. but the quality of the teaching
that occurs. regard.less of the resources available.
The repon. Th~ National NIU1I~racy Strot~gy; Th~ First R~pon discusses the use of
leading m3lhcmatics leacbers (lMI). These are teachers identified around the: counrry
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who have tbeir classrooms opeD (Of" edueaton; [0 come and w::uch a model lesson. I
discovered that in the Essex County.lhese leachcts an: 00( evenly distributed but "'cre in
fact found in one specifIC p3I1.. making xces.sibility drastically reduced. This is a concern
since the report noted lhat -In a few l..EAs. the demand from schools has btto so ~:u
tbat some teachers have h3d 10 wait severaJ weeks before being able to visil il school wilh
3J1 .3ppropriatc match of~3nDfEE :!lXlOb. p.16).
When the NLNS was implemented.. the ~ovemmenl pledged extensive: funds i1I1d
training progr.uns for teachers thai .....ere present in the educational system. While the
financial commilmem and the training programs are extensive. the delivery of tile
training has become an issue for many schools for two reasons. Firstly. many schools
had 10 wail for \"cry loog periods oftime before professional development was available
(0 them. For instance. with the: NL'lS bt'ing implemented inlo Key Sugc Three this
September. 2001. there an: (wo. possibly lhfec: pwplc. ~ponsiblc for in servicing 79
schools for tbe month of October. This is noc: logistically possible. These timing issues
an: problems whicb the NO"'a Scotia government also suuggk:s with in implementing
new progr.uns and often limes there is DO as5eSSmcDl process in place lO gage whether the
tr.lining is effective in cbanging the practices in the classroom. SccoodJ.y. there is also a
C<>l\a:m with the school tr.liniag and the aetUa! visilS lhal an: [0 be made lO the schools.
In some inst.aDCeS as well. t:hcn:: is 100 much time whicb passes between !.be training and
the outside assessment of the uaining success.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE LOCAL LENS
lbe second lens of the framework ~opted from the document Watching &:
uamirrg.f~ on studying the: NLNS impicmen1.llLion process from a local
perspective through the motivation. capacity. and situation of tcachers.
Motivation
Motivation in this context can be considered to be the desire. will and/or
o::ommitment teachers have to patticip:lIe in and ilchievc: the intended goals of the cumnt
.::ducationall'(:fonn. The following section analyzes the motivation of teachers ttuuugh
the indicalors: goals. cap.lCity beliefs. and content beliefs.
In many ways. [found the: micro-level consider-uion ofteachcr motivation to be
highly rel.ned [0 the m3Cl"l>level policy levees. That is 10 say.lhc way the government
implcl1'Ients the prognuns affects the buy.in of teachers and the public to the program.
therefOR: influencing me mot:ivation of teachers. Foe instance. educational reform in
England. in panicular the NU'lS initiative. was driven by the public's growing concern
over the quality of suuc education. This fact made me keenly interested in observing and
discussing how well the political pany·s goal and vision had been transpired inlo the
school's vision and then into individualleacher beliefs and values. How does a
govemmenllead in this instance? How would leadersh.ip theories apply to organizations
such as national govemmencs participating in a lop-down initiative?
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It is important to undersl:md that for any educational refocm 10 create lasting. deep
and meaningful change. lexbe:rs undoubtedly bold me ltey 10 the: fragile delivery of the
proposed vision. As Fullan (1993) writes in Change Forces. 1'he skills and habits of
everyday teachers are cenlr.lJ to the future of le3J'l1.ing soc:icties~(p. 103). [f lUI
educational reform is to succeed. then then: has 10 be a realization that teachers have to
become change agents driven by a moral purpose (Fulli1f1. 1993), iU'Id this cannot be
.x:complished by trying (0 sell teachers a vision wr.Jpped in professional marteting
propaganda. There has to be some type of leadership prnctice. which speaks to the menial
models (Senge. 1992) of frontline teachers. Demonslr.:lled leadership must have a vision
described as ""the ability 10 imagine dirrerent and benet conditions and the ways to
achieve them" (DuBrin. 1998) or as "3 realistic. credible. :utrnctivc future for your
organization- (Nanus. ciled in Lcilhwood 1999. p. 56).
A significant barrier 10 gaining teacher support in this way exists however.
Huberman (1988) as cited. in Lcithwood et ill.. (1999) ~reminds us that most vcteT3n
te:aehers experience pressure to implement illarge handful or these substantial
innovations o\-er the course or their c:arec::rs. But the experience leaves rew teachers with
much cnlhusiasm ror yel another round or change- (p. 39). One tcacher from Stcward's
Secondary School commenled. that it could be depressing to think thai one has been
leaching long enough to see the cydicai pattern or -new~ initiatives relabeled and reuied
only 10 be abandoned latcr.
t believe the: NLNS implemc:nlation is at a turning point. The government made a
conscious choice to implement lhe NLNS rrom a top-down approach in order ror lhere to
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be 3. sense of urgency and suong commitment. and also [0 tl3vc a high degree: orcontrol
in [he beginning stages. BUI the beginning Slages have passed and the spin off of the top-
down approach is the tcacher shortage. In my opinion. 10 continue partnerships wilh
existing reachers and create: an environment desirable for new te;achers. the govcmmenl
must now alter its :lpproach :met provide some type of forum O1l1d opportunity for teachers
10 question and challenge wir beliefs rel:ned to the reform. MCI3.-cognitivc analysis
cannal be forced nor can it be mand:l.led. bul with an inviting and encouraging $Ctung.
teachers will be provided wilh the support needed 10 take a very personal journey. This
forum for discovery cannot occur with prescribed training sessions and rigid assessmenl
methods alone. I believe that Ir:lllsformationalleadership provides one avenue for value
seeking and moral confirmalion. How or whether the National Govcmm~nl intended 10
do this is not quilc clear to me. As Fullan (19931 SCalcs. "l"n()(;l) purpose: needs a moral
engine. and that engine is individuaL sltilled change- (po 40). Sltilled change also comes
from teachers being educ:1ted in and contemplating the application of change theory.
organizational theory. and le3dership theory. I made a point of focusing in on these:
lheories during aU of my conversations only 10 nnd that other than university:JCOldemics.
few edUCi1I<XS at alilevel$ understCKJd any of the theory behir.d change. organizations. or
leadership. When asked if there had been any mention of these theories or concepts
during teacher tr.lining or professional development the answer w;u; generally negative. I
was surprised to nnd that there was little focus on the theory behind the process. I would
have thought that at least there would have been a discussion of one of these concepts
during a university education course. especially since the National Government was 50
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serious about ~vamping the educatiooal s)'SlCm of England. including the teacher
maining programs.
Capacity belte(s are described as -me extenlOO whicb teachers feel thai. they have. or
can acquire. the knowledge and skills necessary to implement NL~S- (Earl CI aI. ~. p.
!.3 I. I believe this is an inle~slingaspect to consider when loolting al the implementation
of the NL~S. Rosenholtz. 1989 (as cited in Leithwood et aI.• 1999) claims.
Teacher's beliefs about their own professional capacities are often eroded by laken-
for-granted conditions of their work. These conditions include infR'quent
opponunitjes for Icachcl1i to receive feedback from credible colleagues about the
quality of their pr.lCtices 3$ a consequence of isolated school cultun:s and ineffective
supcrvis.xy practices.lp. 101
I believe: h.islorlcally.lhc capacity beliefs oflcacbers in England have:L\so been g:n:atly
influenced by the Thatcherian Era. A repeated theme was prevalent in a number of
schools \isited wruch suggested that the lbar:cher government destroyed the: leaching
profession by ~ting it negative public im~iOD of leachers as a group. Tbis negative
image still has some bearing on the: profession and I believe may have played it rok' in !he
le3Cber shortage lhal DOwexislS. While some teachers subscribe [0 the pn:vious party
mandale. and~ now beginning 10 question the Blair government. most~ DOl yel ready
to vote fOl" !be Conservatives as !be old problems are still too fn:sb in !heir minds. While
the pn:senl govemmenl has continued some of the progr.u:ns of !be Thalcher govemmenl
(such as !be OFSTEDI. a new approach loward OOW to bener assist leacbers in
professional. clevelopmenl has occurred. OFSTED. while of the lbateherian Era appears
to be constroetively critical.. The national govemmenl bas al.so auempted 10 break tbe:
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isolation so commoo [0 classroom leacben.. They bave dooe this by encouraging
departments [0 work logelbc:r in improving ~aching and learning through a peer coaching
model with depanm::nl be:lds and line managers evaluating acrua.I classroom teaching
and offering the ability for lexhen to visit coUeague's classrooms.
When focusing on motivation. teachers. and the TbaICber government in a
conv~on with a head [eacber. the comment was made that. with lbc: recent pusb for
capitalism. -something was lose. ""thai there: does not. seem (0 be a moral purpose
anymore since young people do not choose their jobs from a moroJ perspective. or as a
Context Bt:li£rs
"The extent (0 which teachers believe that the rdonn will be supponed over
lime-tEart el aI .. ~OOO p. 14). II would appear that most teachers of the English school
system belie\"c thai I~ rc:form erfon will continue: 10 be supported. as the national
government has made educ.:u..ion largClS pan of their elcction campaigns and manife:slos.
For tIlis reason. there: is a general consensus thaI the government canool: afford to Ilave
[he reform cffon not succeed in the public's mind. therefOfe at the moment~ is stiU
greal support for the initiative. politically. Wbc:lher. the: financial support or training will
be available [0 the dc~ it is right now for the Iong.lcrm.. is another maner. MOSI
educators wouJd agree thar. il would be only narural for thc~ to be an evenrual decrease in
spending and suppon as the educational reform progrcssc:s into a stage of maintenance
and sustainability. The degree 10 which suppon might be witbdcawD. bowever, is
debalable.
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I suspect that !he context beliefs that are possessed by the educatioa profession
have. in part. caused large numbers of teachers 10 leave lhe proCession. The attitude that.
""this (00 shall pass-. is DO lon~r plausible and reachers now rea.li2c: thai: mey have to
make 3 derision to either Slay in the profes5ion and woric. with the new initiatives or
choose to leave.
Il should also be pointed out that motivation can be: de""cloped through born
fin;1JK"ial and non-financial incentives. II is very apparent thai t~ national government
has laken the time: 10 assess how incentives of both types can improve the motivation of
teachers. The DfEE magazine. Teuchen. IMarch. 2001) devotes 3. section to teacher
professional development focusing on professional development support and
opponunities. Two sections of panicular inle~5l we~:
lmproving your professional development... most teachers do ::I demanding job The
lkmands on Icaching are changing all the time. so professional development is lhe
w3y teachers can remain effective. keep on lop of their subject. make lhe most of
..-hat new lectmol~y offers and build the skills to enhance their c~ers.
A strong professional developmenl cult~ in a .school. frequently makes it a
much bener place to work. ..... ith supponive ~Iationshipsand enthusiastic. self·
confident staff. so scboollilce this fInd it easie1" to attrnet and retain good Staff.
We want Chil~D to develop enthusiasm for lifelong learning. since this is
i~ing.ly the leey 10 success in adult life. nw is more likely iftbeysec: their
leachers involved in ~gular learning.
What's in it for me? Six diffe~ntDfEE funded opponunities:
I. £500 Professional Bursaries
2. Up to 0.000 for a Best Practice Research Scholarship.
3. Two week visits 3brood through Teacher's lntemational Professional
Development.
-t. Up to six weeks on :I sabbatical.
5. Early Professional Development for teachers in their second and third years of
leaching.
6. lndh·idual learning Accounts giving discounts of up to £200 a year off cocmes
and othe:r learning opportUnities. (DfEE. 2001 March. p. 13)
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Both of these selections demonstrate how the government has COIlSide~both the
financial and non-financial incentives f« teachers.
1bc natiocW government has also developed a very elaborate pay and
pcrfonna.oce management plan. a program that is meant to n:ward teachers for their
pc:rformance. While teachers in Atlantic Canach receive pay incre:lSeS for years of
service. additional completion of university courses and/or obtainment of degrees. they
do 001 m:civc financial rewards for exhibiting best practices relmed 10 Icaching and
lc:uning. English tcachers begin a pay spine which increases with years of service but
there are additional pay incentives which the government has dc:vc:loped "10 broaden the
concept of responsibility to include the management of leaming as well as the
managctTlf::nt of resourccs- tDlEE. 1999. p. 20). TC3Chcrs in EngJand can also be
rewarded for improving siudent performance and contributing 10 the school communily.
The selection criteria is outlined such that. -successful candidates will need to show a
IUgh degree of competence. achievement and commiunent resulting in positive pupil
Otucomes- (DfEE. 1999. p. II) and in order to do lhis. ~:wessmentwill be made against
national stanc.brds charocterizing experieoccd and high-performing classroom teacbe($"
(DfEE. 1999. p. Ill. 1bc: :wessment is ""backed up by a ponfoLio of information about
the teacher's perfonnance. including classroom observation. analysis ofpupiIs' results
over time. and evidence of tile teacher's commiunent to professional performance~
(DfEE. 1999 p. II).
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Capacity
-Cap:lcily refers to both understanding and skill. Understanding may develop
through explan:llioo and ~ing but skill - me ability 10 do something - 3150 requm
repe:ued cycles ofprxticc ;md (~acIC(Earlet at.. 2000. p. 26). I think the nationa!
gO\'cmmenl has spent a u-cmcndous amount of money and time 10 provide tc3Ct'lers and
lhe public at large. with the opponunity to understand (he need for education reform and
how the process will occur. The resource materials for the schools in England were
dabor.lfe and detailed compared 10 Atlantic Canada standards. The ~ntr.LI publish.ing
office orthe DfEE an: efficient in providing materials 10 teachers free of charge and
within five working days. The internship experience did not provide enough time for me
10 detenninc the direct usc of lhesc resource materials.
The difficulty faced by the: En!lish go\"emmcnt is lh.at the: reform essentially
centers around the pc-actices tsltill) used by teachers in lhe: d:LSStOOn'l. This means mal
resuucruring the system should kad to me target of incre>lSed students ~rfonD3nCeand
3Chievcmcnt. MOSI ~hcrs would agree I.hat there is. 3l: present, 00 efficient or
preferred melhod of professional developmerll delivery established. Howe'lef, Earl et ai.,
1999 describe: lhc: key aspects ofproccdurnl knowledge as -me basis of skilled practice-
(p. 13). 1be key:LSpects are:
ta) Developing a 1u10wledge: StruCl~ 10 guide one's mental oc physieal3Ctivity, (b)
engaging in that activity guided by the knowledge suuct~, (el obtaining feedback about
the adequacy of one's -.xtions-, and (d) refining the guiding kaowledge structure. (p. 13)
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It .....ould appear that this mentioned process can be effective in geoemtiog procedural
knowledge but only when all steps of the process !lave been surrlCicntJy addressed in
ortk-r fOl" their to be SUCttSS. In suppon of the key aspects described above. the natiocul.
government has increased the number of inservice days for teachers in e3Ch scbooL "T'Mn:
an:: now fifteen inservicc days available for exh secon~school to imp/emt'nr The
NUliOflal Numuacy Strausy at Ke.v Stage Thru. Jusc because there is increased time for
professional development. however. does not me:ln that the: NLNS will become woven
into the educational fabric. In some instances I think the: government may be trying to
change behavior through tmining programs and assessments instead of appealing 10
teacher's values through the proce!>S of reflecLion. While me: number of inservicc days has
increased. the professional development of inservicing or insclling does DOl provide the
avenue allhis point to reach teachers on an intimate level where they are allowed to
reneel and reassess their philosophy illld value systems in order to alter their practi~ in
the classroom. Nor does il allow !hose insco-iced leachcrs 10 h.:l.ve an impact on the
school where chcy teach as we~ dealing wilh changing a systemic issue which is quite
capable of resisting change. As Leilhwood et al~ (1999) states ~several days a year in a
professional developme.nt workshop simply will nOl translate into transformed
instructional cap<k:iIY.~ (p. 49).
Whether fully resulting from professional development factors or nOl. mer
observing !he nine sludenl inlems from the Harlow campus in their schools. il became
clear that individual teachers and schools were approach.ing the implement31ion of the
NLNS in very diffe~nlmanners. One primary school decided to not follow !he National
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LiICr.lCY Str.lIlCgy 001 rather 10 follow the cuniculum guide using an ahemative approach.
Another school. was very rigid in following the NlNS documeoWloo. discouraging any
deviation From the structure. or- creativity in delivery of lhe curriculum. This observation
is consislc:nt \lrim I...cilhwood c:t aI. (1999) woo stale:. 'eachers and administrators, r~
\l:ith school ~fonn initi:nives such as the NLS and NNS. will make: 5C:nse of these
initi.uives lhroogh the appliC<1tion of their existing knowledge struetures- (p. 13).
Application of new educational initiatives can be a wonhwhile task. but there is delicate
balance: between how rar the NLNS should be suingcnt!y followed and bow far
inlclllreialion of the new initiatives should re modified to suit the school c:nvironment. If
the k.nowledge conSlruC15 of individualtc:achers and schools are not analyzed and/or clear
instructions communic:ltcd at all levels. then the existing problems for which the reform
was initiated may go unad~ssedand the purpose of the NLNS lost if the new initiative:
is modified incffecti"dy in individual schools.
Another factor limiting capacity is In of time_ A maths tcacher and a
coon1inaux- COfllIDCnted thai the~ seemed to be: more time talking about what they
needed 10 do and less lime doing it. Also conuibuting to the lack of time: is that
standards-bascd educational ~form requiccs a ~mcndous 3lDOWtt of papeJWOrt: as pan
of the~ngof student programs. This translales into a ~mendous amount of wort:
on lop of the regular SIJ'eSS of classroom leaching and professional dcvelopment. In
addition. the professional de\-elopment thai all teachers have 10 complete creates
additional workload because while these teachers arc away from their classrooms. they
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must provide Icssons (Of" me supply Ie-ochers. This leads us miD the fmaJ aspect of me
local lens. siwaLion.
Situation
Earl ct aL (1000) inte~t situation 10 be 3. wor1cplace where motivation and
capacily interact (0 -influence: the e"tent to wltich NLNS will be implemented in scbools"
(p.17). This relates to whether !he educational syslcm in England is seen as ill1 intcgrnJ
part of a successful polilic:lJ agenda. AI times. this relationship can be obvious. As
pointed out by Earl ct at (l()(X)) -it is nOl easy locslablish a clear dislinction between a
refonn cycle and an election cycle" (p.191. Funher. from a slatement laken from the
DfEE document. Sch()()ls: Building on SUCCf'ss. "education service has demonstrated over
lhe lasllhree and a half years thai rapid, fundamental reform. wh.ich really makes a
difference 10 children and young people. is possible~ (OrEE.loot. p. 14). I question lhis
SCllemenl~ how can it be claimed with any confidence. that in only Ihrec and a
h.aJf ye:us of implementation. the rt:fonn has caused deep change'! Otbercritics ask:as
well whether this ~:llX:rxy has contributed to one of the: most critical faet(XS
influencing the potential success of the: Nt..1'lS: tbe teacher sbortage. Fullan (2001) claims
thai we do n(l( yet know bow long it takes for a state to rcfocm. For instance. ~our cu~nt
conclusion is that you can tum around an elementary school in 3 years. a high scbool in
about 6 years and a school district (depending on size) in about g years" (Fullan as cited
in Fullan. :!OOI. p. 17). 1bcR:forc. the success of implementing a state wide educational
n:fonn in three and half years does not seem probable.
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I also think il is very interesting bow the English Govenunent uses Icvernge
gained from educational academics to suppon. their cause. In the document. SdrooU:
Building on Succ~s.s. when describing the use of the National Lileracy and NulMr.k:y
Slr.l!cgies in primary schools. the Department of Education and Employment Slates.
To acme..·c them we have progressingly put in place wh:u the leading Canadian
educa!or. Michael Fullan. has called among the mOSl ambitious. comp~hensive.
and aligned national slr.ucgies anywhere in the world. Primary teachers.. he:ds.
met suppan staff have responded magnificently. cOrEE. 2001. p. 10)
(wonder if those who wrote Ihis document have looked at Fullan"s (1993.2000.
:!OOII work closely because he is quoled as saying the nbove bUI also stres~ that il is
m:ver guar.l!uced th,lI any reform initiatives will produce deep change. and that lhe study
of [arge-scale rdonn injti;lIi\'cs is a relatively new area.
I think it is also a bold Sialement to say (hat staff have responded magnificently.
when based on my conversations with reachers. it seems that many teachers left the
system as a result ohhc reform beginning in 1997.ln this way. the NLNS may have been
a signif~OUlt factOf in creating the: CUrTetlt teacher shorta.ge. Ofcourse. one cannot know
the complete faJlout of anempling educational refonn and ( believe that wbiJc: the
natiena.! government was very diligent in attempting to focesee any possible Degiltive
spin-offs. it did not anticipate the: NLNS in any way contributing to the massive teacher
shortage rnat is now plaguing the country.
The greatest cultural shock for me was the complex organization of the
educational system both at the local and national levels. At first. trying to understand the
hierarchical. burenucr.1lic Structure felt overwhelming and mind-boggling. For instance.
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this would be a gCMrnI description of the tlieran::hical system of Stewards Secondary
SchoJl. 10e bottom level is comprised of regulae classroom teacbers and tutors roc wbom
leaching ()(" tutoring are their ooly duties. 1bc next level is the middle management team.
who~ individuals who hold the management posts. Head of Department or Head of
Yean. II is importanllo nol:C (Jut even leachen; al these He3d"s levels and above still
have some Icaching ~ponsibilities.The nex! level would be made up of the leadership
group. also known as senioc managers. These individuals would be l...t:3d Teachers in the
school for specific areas such as pupil welfare. marteling. IcitChing and learning.
assessment. key stage three and four. pa510r31 studies. infonnation and communication
technology IICTl and staff developtn<:nt. Following this levc:! is the Deputy Head
Teacher and finally the Head Teacher for the schooL Additionally. there is an
administrollion division. which is made up of finance: managers. Many of Webber"s
Char3cterislics of bureaucrxy ;ue exemplifted bere through the hiernrcby of ortices. the
set of rules ,governing: performance such as lhe National Curriculum and the NLNS. and
the technical qualifications foc selecting pcl"SOnl'lel (such as the tC3Chcr training programs
and head tC3Chcr prognms that arc prcvalcOI in the: syslem). The system can be 3Iso
usefully analyzed lhrough the suucturaJ frame found in Solman and Deal's (1997) model
for reframing organizations. This suuctural frame emphasizes. "goals. specialized roles
and formal relationships- (Bolman and Deal. 1997. p. 13). Whilc this SlrUCluralisI
approach may be appropriate for the: initiating of a pcrfonnance-based educational
refonn. it may nOl necessarily be efficient throughout the entire refonn effon. For
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example. the existent 5InJCtUn:S may need to be further adjusted or become more flexible
if te3Cher shortages continue or if workloads for all teae:be1'S are deemed too great.
Possibk CaURS or UN; Jt¥hrr Shortage
~
One of t~ themes rnal have come out for me is thaI no maner how hard the
g.ovemment tries 10 standardize curriculum and tcacmn! practices. there will always be
~·arialion. I think the policies were C~(ed from a suuctnlalisl penpcctive wilh the
cll.pcctzuion that there should be lill..lc auention 10 the affective domain. In reality this is
not pos.,ible. since at: very Icast. organizational cullurc and c1imaIc will play into the
~uation. llsing a rnetaptlor. if one wants to look OIl an organization as being a li'/ing
system tFullan. 1999). than theeduc3tional system in EngJand.. can be ~n as a massive
tHeast that c3tlnOI be dictated completely from the lOp of a ttierun::hical pyramid: there~
100 many variables at play. Schools as organizations and teachers as individual educators
suugglc: with the demand of trying to conform (0 the rigidity of the initiativC$ while
anempt.ing 10 meet the needs of lheir srudents. If you consider Chsiksuntmihalyi"s
(1993) idea of flow. thai: activities are best compleled wben theycccur naturally and are
inuinsic3.1ly motivating to individuals. the: Deeds ofteaebers must be met. This relates to
the: idea tbar: to an extenL in teaching or any ~r. employees Deed 00 have their Deeds
fulfilled and that in this way. schools are there ror teachers as well as students (Fullan.
looll.
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This brings me 10 lhe issue of teacher values. wtlicb was also hrieny mentiooed in
Chapter 3. In terms of polential success for the refonn. the extent 10 wlUch the national
government's goals:and the: educalor's beliefs are in line. could significantly affect the
OUtcomes of the NLN$. Teachers may fundamcnlally believe the general goals and
values of the n31iooal pmgr.un are vital to the educational n:fonn as a whole but may ROC
develop any conn«lion ofI~ 10 their own personal value system as a teacher. As
L:ithwood CI at. t2000} observed. in elher large scale cduc:;uional reform crfans. when
tcachers did not feel their own moral 3nd values coincidc:d with the larger reform
initi:ltive. when lhey were given opportunities to leave. lhey left. Could this be whal
happened in England"?
Because the national govemment has prescribed a structuralist fr:uncwork for (he
implementation of the NLNS educational reform. my conclusion is that. many teachers
iW:'l:m to find lhemsclves uIKkr additional pressure. nus increased pressure comes from
the repeuth'c paperwork associated with the: 3CCOUntabiJity systems in place. such :as
~. claborne marking schemes and additional student testing. On lop of all of this is
the demand for teacher professional development. which requires additional time and
effort. porentially affecting teacher's penonal time.
In addition. leachers are -meeling--ed- to deaI.h. Because of the por.entiaUy elaborale
hierarchical system as described.leachers an: notjusl teachers. Alileacben an: asked.
ell.pecled and in some cases pressured. to take on additional responsibilities. such as the
management position of being the key person for a particular grade. subject. Key Stage
etc. Teachers~ paid more for their ell.tr.l duties but the result is lhat the higher up one
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goes in the pyramid. lhe mo~ meetings ODe is expected to attend and the busier life
becomes. lntcrestingiy. wben members of the lEA were asked why tbere was a texhcr
shonagc. tbe respoosc: W:IS thai whenever the economy in EDgiand is thriving.~ is
always :1 texher sboctage as teachers~ able 10 flod woric e1scwhere which entails less
Slr'eS5 Cocas mueh as or even~ money. Economic booms give disgrunlledand tin:d
teachers:l. way OUt. which is not. of course. entirely negative. My renection to this on the
woole. howc~r. is th3t iflhal is the cyclical pancm.then should the national government
noI: have foreseen thai there was going 10 be a {c:leber shortage? Also. if this is a cyclical
pancro. then why has lhe government nOI taken the time 10 figure OUI why this paucm
exists and put in place a different organizational structure. which would lessen the
practice:
Acin. Teac:Mr Population
Another observation made during my intemsrup was that the: leaching population in
England is an aging population. just as in Atlantic Canada. which brings its own unique
dynamic. It is also necessary. then. rOC" the national government to understand that
teaching careers occur in cyclical. cobon patterns and the stage that certain groups are in
that cycle influences what their responses will be toward new initiatives, While it's a
general staternenL it may be true !hat some teachers close 10 retirement will not be
motivated 10 commit the personal time and effon for yet anothcrnew initiative. in which
they will participate for onJy a brief time. I am not sure of the reason. bU11he national
go\'emmenl changed the retiremenl criteria for te~hers at the start of the reform.
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resulting in many teacbers who~ near the time f~ retirement [0 haviDg to work
longer than they had pl:ulIlcd.. As a number of veteran teachers commented. !..:tis change in
the nationa.l te~mcnt plan definitely did DOl do anything 10 help motivate teachers to
participate in the educational n::(onn process in generaL Some teachers also mentioned
IIuI then:: was nOl enough awareness afme textung profession r~ high school graduates
making career choices and th:u mon: effort should be made 10 promol:e tcaching as a
Student Discipline
AnOll'ler possible reason why there is a tcacher shonagc could be because there is
concern o~·er student discipline. According (O some:. many teachers are leaving the
profession bec3use they say that student discipline is out of control. My obscTvalions
were thaI.. in some cases. lhis seems to be COfTeCt. since nun)' students sec:med rude and
disre:spectfullowatd their teachers. This may in pan be due (0 the fact that in my
experience. students need conslslcocy to behave wcU. In some cases through these
reforms.. inslead of sNdents experiencing the same ~heron a consistent basis for a
particular subject. mey may be: subject {O a regime: of different teachers. These teachers
may all be consistent in their approach to the: curriculum and the: guideline: of delivery
through lhc: NU-lS. yel l.hc:sc: teachers differ in their approach to classroom management.
AI the secondary level. the largesl disruption to student learning is staff absence:. eilhc:r
due to illness. the lack of Teaching Units. meetings. inset clays and other professional
expectations. I did not think thai student bebaviOf" is anyw~ in England than anywhere
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else. It seems 10 be srudents" way of rexting 10 the siru:uioo at hand. Students may be fed
up by having a different tc:achtr for the same course and even though then: may be an
3ttempt 10 provide consisl:ency through the national curriculum. the NLNS teachers have
different persooa.lities. texhing styles.loler.tnee levels. bia.ses.lU'Id DM>wledgc
boclcgrounds. Therefore. how C01J\ we expect students 10 find moll there would nee be any
disruption to the leaming process?
teacher AbRnlftism
low teacher absenteeism is critical in England. as there :lI'e fewer teachers and fewer
supply leachers. Orten times when teachers have: a preparation period they are required 10
cover for teachers or c1a.'iscs that do nOl have: teachers. Teachers seem not to have a
choice about this and there is a rosier posted each cby. Teachers acccpt this practice. but
cover classes for which they have no content knowledge. Thc:y do noc: necessarily lilte it
but there does not: seem to be any real outcry in the staff room.. It is almost accepted as
culture. This class covering is once ilgain mor'e additional SU'eSS for the teacher when prep
lime is lost and especially when covering classes in subjects that~ nOI [heir area of
expertise.
Nova Scotia:lDd New Brunswick~ also experiencing substitute teacher shortages
and most of the AtJantic Provinces wiU be experiencing teacher shortage in upcoming
years. The inte~sting thing :lbout this situation is the role of the union. In Nova ScOlia. it
would be impossible for te:lChen to be made to cover classes during theirp~ time as
their contract with the government stlles they an: to h.ave 10% non-<:ontact tirnc. [{the
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govemmCI}[ tried to impose such a rule. leacbeTS would pn:MesI and lbe union would be
laIting the govemmeru to court for breach ofcoouact. OC" filing a grievance.
The national government in England has not. in any of its documentation.~y
linked the reacher shortage 10 the auempled educational refonn. but it has. however.
begun to recognize and the value of te:x:bers in their role 10 work as change agents and
es...entially deliver the educational rdonn.
The success aCme Litcmcy and Numc:...K:y Srr:uegies shows whallcachcrs can
ach..ieve when they have the right 5uppon. It proves (00 mal no matter how
coherenl our framework. for school improvement. no mallei how successful our
policies 10 suengthcn primary and secondary education. world class standards will
elude us unless we can recruit. main. develop and motivate teachers and school
leaders of real quality. IDtEE. 200 I p. III
By lislenin! 10 teachers and heads althe rrontlines. the government has recognized thai
the reform has ~;:IIed 3dditional duties and~ bureaucratic proa:sses l6Ulting in
increased stress for teachers.
Al times. our reforms have crr.ued inc:reased workload and ad..min.isttativc
bwdens. We have begun 10~ tim. by reducing dr.una1ica1ly the Deed for
scbools 10 bid for funds and culting vel')' sharply the paperwork.sent 10 scbools.
lasIlerm we achieVed a lWo-thirds cut in !be number of documents sent 10
secoodary schools and a oW per cenl cut for primary scbools. compared to the
same term last year. but this is only a stan.- (DfEE.. 200 I p, II)
Some critics would argue that the govenunent did not make a conscious dIan to ~uce
the amounl of paper. however. 1be reduction was just a coincidence because many of the
initiatives began at the same time and that once the initial influx of material was
distributed to the schools. less would come eacb year. Secondly. others wonder if tbere
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may be fewer documents sent but that the material is doubled up or compacted to look
lilce less but. in actua.Lily, stiJl is the same amount. ThirdJy. the government is
progressively updating its mode of communication and is using the Internet more. Just
b«ause less material in hard eopy is going to schools does not mean mat teachers and
heads have less to ~ad 3J\d manage.
To improve tbe teaching SilUillion (or teachers. the govemment has nOI only
provided financial reward systems for teachers as menlioned in an carlier section. bUI also
has pay incentives for recruiunent of new teachers.
We have also now introduced new tlexibililies in pay. Schools will have complete
discretion for the first lime 10 offcr recruitment :lod retention payments of up 10 5.000
pounds a year per leacher 10 help 10 tackle recruitment difficulties. particularly in high
cost ~as. New retention packages. wonh up (0 15.000 per tcacher. will help to
retain teachers in particularly challenging jobs by carrying forward allowances for
periods of up to lhrec ye:us and payin@ them as a bonus aI. the cnd of the period.
(Df££. 2001 p.69)
Althou@h the prop:uns are in place. it seems th:n not all schools are inf~ about
them. for cxample......hen I .....as interviewed for [c:tChing positions in England.. I asIccd
;Woo! bonuses because there is another additional bonus for teachers of maw. Both
schools were unaware of any of these directives about spttial funding.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
The unique situ3tion al Harlow campus with the Memorial Student inlcmship
program and the campus' close connection 10 the public schooling syslem allowed r~ an
internship experience that not only mCI, bur surpassed my expectations. I experienced
exponential growlh through professional devc[opmenl and action research..
AI finl glance:. the intric::ate rc(ocm cffon and commillnc:nt to revamp lhe
educational system by the English govcmmenl seemed overwhelming. It quickly bcc3me
very c1C::1r (hat the National U!C~r3C:yand Numerxy Slr.ltcgy was inlC:nded 10 provide: the
policy suppon. guidelines. and firwlCiaJ backing to assist with this perfcxmancc based
educational reform.
While: cautious of the present success. and initially skeptical of any future success
of England's educational reform as a whole. I have seen. by looking through the lens of
an academic approach. to change and reform. lhallhe English government has done its
homework. There can be no doubt but thaI the l..aboc Government is very serious about
reforming education and has attempted 10 apply the available~h (0 its OWO
siruation.
Win the goals targeled duougb lbe N1J'oIS be successful? Will the change brought
ilbout by lbc refonn be suslainable? There is no way 10 predict. I do know however. that
it is imperalive ror lbc govemmenllo~ lbc teacher shonage. Teachers are lbe
deliverers oreducarional reform: they are whal Fullan e:uls. change agcnts. lihink the
Govcrnment of England must now look: al the sustainment or their educarional change
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and begin £be reculturing of rc:foml which can quite possibly provide Ieacbers and
scbools with the values and cbar3cteristics necessary to cope with and embrace change.
For confidentiality reasons and organization politics. I was DOl privy to any of tbe
middle or senior management meetings.. I do however. suspect thai even though the
educ.nionaJ system does appear 10 be organized from an elabol"ll.fc hierarchical structure.
lhc:re is room for collaborative group participation and decision makjng. To bener assist
in cn:aling change agents. il would be wise of the English government to assess the
dficiency afthe present arrangement and perhaps encourage a more humanistic approach
such as Helgesen"s -web of inclusion" (BolmilIl and Deal. 1997).
Atlantic Canada is also nO( immune to the demands of an e"olving. global society 3tld
it is imperative that the: provinces take a proactive approach 10 the future educational
reform. not a reactive stance. The insights and cxpcncocc gained through this internship
deJTlOf1SU':l.ted to me thai each educational refonn silUation is unique and no twO change
dfons require: the same initiatives and supports.. However. England"s educational reform
allows £be Atlantic provioces a prime opponuniry to learn and gather knowledge to assist
with mak..ing bcner. weU-infonned decisions ~Iated to their own future educational
directions.
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